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From the Editor
John C. Zagarella, O. Praem.			
		
		
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Saint Norbert:
				
And just “like that” we find ourselves already in the middle of our 900th
Jubilee Year, now celebrating in this month of June the Solemnity of Father
Norbert. It is a jubilee year like no other…for many reasons, not the least of
which is that we are still in the midst of a global pandemic. Although our
celebration has been subject to the mandates and protocols of COVID-19,
our prayerful connections have been neither muted nor interrupted. In fact, I
would assert that our global connections are stronger. Because of our jubilee
and because of COVID, we have no doubt been more mindful of one another
near and far. God willing that will be a strength among us that will last beyond
the pandemic and as we cross the threshold into the next 100 years!
On a personal note, the highlight of this jubilee year was to be in attendance
at the Dedication of the new Abbey Church of Saint Michael’s in Silverado
Canyon, California on May 4th. It was a solemn and beautiful ceremony. I
went with our Abbot Domenic Rossi and it is not an exaggeration to say that
as amazing as this Dedication was, even more so was the hospitality of every
member of the Community. It was a blessing to be a part of something so
special. It was truly a once in a lifetime experience. The stunning new icon
written by Fr. Peregrine Fletcher of Saint Michael’s is prominently featured in
this issue. Enjoy these truly wonderful images of the life of Saint Norbert.
In addition to the above, there are several scholarly articles in this issue
authored by students from the Center for Norbertine Studies at Saint
Norbert College in DePere. These submissions are exciting additions to The
Communicator and under the direction of Dr. Michael Holstead, there will
be more to come from these students. Of speccial note, in this issue, is a letter
from Pope Francis to Abbot General Jos Wouters, acknowledging our 900th
Jubilee Year!
Hopefully, in your local Community you are documenting the celebration
of this unique year. I would like to feature more photos in the next issue,
set to come out in November. I am even thinking of the possibility of a
commemorative issue filled with photos from the year from as many of our
Communities as possible. This digital format makes something like this entirely
possible. Please keep that in mind as we continue through our 900th. At any
time, please feel free to send photos with accompanying caption information.
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Since the submission of the chronicles for this issue of The Communicator,
there were two tragic events in the English speaking circary. On May 21st in
Albuquerque, Rev. Graham Golden, 35 and Frater Lorenzo Romero 24, of Santa
Maria de la Vid Abbey were in an automobile accident. Graham was killed.
Lorenzo sustained injuries, but thank God will make a full recovery. The next
day, May 22nd in Jamtara, India Fr. Adikalasamy, 62, became the first Indian
Norbertine to die of COVID-19. Let us pray for the repose of their souls and for
the comfort and consolation of their families, friends and Community members.
Amidst all of our joys and sorrows, we continue to be thankful that we have
each other. Whether we celebrate or mourn, our global connection gives us
the privilege of doing so together. This is a great gift! In a special way, Let us
continue to be mindful of our brothers and sisters in parts of the world that
are still in the throes of the pandemic. God bless you and keep you.
		

In the love of Saint Norbert, minister of Peace and Concord,

		

V. Rev. John C. Zagarella, O.Praem.

		

Prior, Daylesford Abbey

Rev. Graham Golden

Fr. Adaikala Samy

The Crucifix in the New
Abbey church with the
Assumption projected
above
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Five Prelate’s of the English Speaking Circary (left to right)
at the Dedication of St. Michael’s Abey
Rt. Rev. James B. Herring; Rt. Rev. Domenic A. Rossi; Rt. Rev. Eugene M. Hayes;
Rt. Rev. Joel P. Garner; Rt. Rev. Dane J. Radecki

St. Michael’s Abbey with the California
poppy in the foreground

Hummingbirds find saftey and sancuary
to nest in the Abbey Cloister Garden.

Many of our Norbertine Nuns prayerfully await the beginning of the Blessing Ceremony
From the Editor - 3

Al Reverendissimo Padre Jozef Wouters
Abate Generale dei Canonici Regolari Premostratensi
Ho appreso la lieta notizia che Ella ha indetto un Giubileo per celebrare ii
900° anniversario dell'Abbazia di Premontre, ad opera di San Norberto, e la
nascita della prima comunita dalla quale ha preso origine l'Ordine dei Canonici Regolari Premostratensi.
San Norberto e giustamente considerato come uno dei piu solleciti artefici
della riforma gregoriana. Nato intorno al 1075, dopo gli studi ecclesiastici
divenne canonico del capitolo di Xanten e, grazie all'allora Vescovo di Colonia
Federico, entro a far parte della corte dell'Imperatore Enrico V. Cosi, Norberto
fu rapidamente inserito nelle vicende che segnarono gli inizi del secolo XII.
Mentre!'Imperatore e i principi pretendevano di intervenire in prima persona
nella nomina dei vescovi e degli abati favorendo persone a loro gradite, cresceva
all'intemo della Chiesa una nuova sensibilita alle esigenze del Vangelo e della
missione propria del clero. Non mancarono uomini e donne, ispirati da Dio,
che iniziarono a mettere in discussione i legami dei ministri della Chiesa con
interessi meramente mondani. Norberto fu uno di questi.
Quando, nel 1115, all'apice della lotta per le investiture, dovette prendere
posizione trail Papa e!'Imperatore, segui ii Vescovo Federico di Colonia e
inizio un cammino spirituale che doveva portarlo a un'autentica conversione,
dopo un lungo processo di discernimento. Norberto rinuncio alla vita di corte
e decise di camminare solo Christo duce, in uno stile di vita ispirato a quello
degli Apostoli. Ordinato diacono e sacerdote lo stesso giorno, abbandono i bei
vestiti di cortigiano e indosso un abito di penitente. Cereo, in primo luogo, di
convincere i suoi fratelli del capitolo di Xanten ad abbracciare un nuovo modello
di vita, piu vicino alle esigenze del Vangelo, ma invano. Quindi, Norberto
decise di consultarsi con vari consiglieri spirituali: l'abate benedettino Cono
di Siegburg, l'eremita Ludolfo, e a Rolduc conobbe una comunita di canonici
regolari riformati che fondavano la loro vita sulla Regola di Sant'Agostino.
Cosi, anch'egli inizio a predicare penitenza e conversione e a condurre una vita
di preghiera e mortificazione; e - fatto non comune in quel tempo - spesso, se
non quotidianamente, celebrava l'Eucaristia.
Le comunita del vostro Ordine hanno accolto questa eredita e, da nove
secoli, svolgono la loro missione nello spirito della Regola di Sant'Agostino,
nella fedelta alla meditazione e alla predicazione del Vangelo, attingendo al
4 - Pope Francis Letter (Italian)

Mistero eucaristico, fonte e culmine della vita della Chiesa.
Questo modo di vivere fece si che Norberto fosse sempre piu criticato:
viveva come un eremita ascetico, ma riceveva ancora il reddito a cui aveva
diritto come canonico; predicava, ma con quale mandato? Indotto da queste
pressioni,
Norberto opto per una vita itinerante. Ispirato dalla missione degli Apostoli
di Gesu, si mise in cammino e arrivo a Saint Gilles in Provenza. Camminava a
piedi, con solo una veste, un mantello e un bastone, portando sempre con se ii
necessario per la celebrazione dell'Eucaristia, accompagnato da due compagni
pellegrini. A Saint Gilles, incontro il Papa Gelasio II che lo autorizzo a operare
come predicatore apostolico. Oggi piu che mai, earn Fratello, l'annuncio
della Buona Novella e necessario e richiede da parte di tutti, specialmente
dei sacerdoti, un generoso impegno e ancora di piu una forte coerenza tra ii
messaggio proclamato e la vita personale e comunitaria.
Fin dalla conversione e per tutta la sua vita, Norberto fu un servitore fedele
del Vangelo e un figlio amante della Chiesa, obbediente al Papa. Al fine di
ricevere conferma del suo statuto di predicatore e per incontrare il nuovo Papa,
Callisto II, eletto nel 1119, egli tomo nel nord deIla Francia dove incontro un
suo amico d'infanzia, il vescovo Burchard di Cambrai, che si meraviglio del
cambiamento avvenuto nel suo stile di vita. In queste circostanze, Norberto
conobbe Ugo di Fosses, cappellano del Vescovo di Cambrai. Anche Ugo era
alla ricerca di una vita piu aderente al Vangelo e riconobbe in quell'incontro un
dono della Provvidenza. Col permesso del suo Vescovo, Ugo divenne compagno
di Norberto e lo segui. Piu tardi, diventera il primo abate di Premontre.
Le biografie di Norberto raccontano di come guariva i malati lungo la strada,
scacciava gli spiriti maligni e riusciva a placare antiche faide tra famigl ie nobili.
Queste riconciliazioni portarono la pace nelle regioni dove la popolazione
soffriva molto per le continue guerre locali. Per questo, Norberto e considerato
come un apostolo della pace. Egli compiva!'opera di Dio, agenda in nome della
carita di Cristo. Gli autori antichi insistono nel dire che si raccoglieva sempre
in preghiera prima di accingersi a intervenire per favorire la riconciliazione e
ristabilire la pace; e che era sempre fedele a celebrare l'Eucaristia per incontrare
il Signore di cui voleva compiere l' opera.
Recandosi a Reims per essere ricevuto da Callisto II, Norberto incontro
Bartolomeo, vescovo di Laon, che si propose di accoglierlo nella sua diocesi.
Per questo, gli offri vari possibili luoghi in cui stabilirsi. Era il 1120, e Norberto
scelse la valle di Premontre. Qui riuni un gruppo di seguaci con i quali avvio
un intenso dialogo sulla natura della loro nascente comunita. Poiche molti
fra loro, come lui stesso, erano canonici, tutti fecero professione canonicale
secondo la Regola di Sant'Agostino, nella notte di Natale del 1121, data
che segna la fondazione deIla comunita di Premontre. Questa professione,
nell'ambito del grande movimento canonicale gregoriano, fu un confermare
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e portare a fondo il loro impegno originario. Tale, caro Fratello, e anche il
significato della vostra professione, che stabilisce un forte legame tra ciascuno
dei membri della comunita e la sua Chiesa propria. E in questa professione si
radica la missione di pregare per econ la Chiesa tutta.
Fin dall'inizio, Premontre ha esercitato un grande fascino. Molti uomini
e donne si unirono alla comunita dei canonici, che intendeva rispecchiare la
Chiesa nascente descritta negli Atti degli Apostoli. L'ardente entusiasmo degli
inizi si strutturo in una vita religiosa austera, di cui erano parte integrante
l'ospitalita e la cura dei poveri e dei pellegrini. Fin dalle origini, i Premostratensi
hanno dato prova di grande impegno verso le persone esterne alla comunita,
accogliendole volentieri. Cosi nacquero rapidamente nuove comunita che
seguirono lo stile di vita di Norberto; come pure comunita gia esistenti che
chiesero di unirsi a quella di Premontre.
Cari figli di San Norberto, conservate sempre questa apertura de! cuore,
che sa anche aprire le porte della casa. per accogliere chi cerca un consigliere
spirituale, chi chiede un aiuto materiale, chi desidera condividere la vostra
preghiera. La vostra liturgia sia sempre "'canonicale", ossia lode a Dio per ii
popolo di Dio e con ii popolo.
II forte legame di Norberto con I 'Eucaristia e tuttora fonte di ispirazione
per la vostra vita apostolica. Nel 1124, su richiesta de! Vescovo di Cambrai,
egli si reco ad Anversa, dove si trovo di fronte alle conseguenze della "tempesta"
causata in precedenza da Tanchelmo e dai suoi seguaci, i quali negavano la
validita dei Sacramenti e specialmente dell'Eucaristia celebrati da preti
concubinari. Norberto confuto questa eresia e tale episodio fece si che, durante
la Riforma cattolica, egli venne considerato quale apostolo dell'Eucaristia.
Modello di fede per tutti e, in particolare, per i sacerdoti, Norberto ha sempre
tratto forza dalla celebrazione eucaristica, soprattutto in situazioni di crisi o di
fronte a incarichi difficili.
Pochi anni dopo la fondazione di Premontre, quando, nel 1126, Norberto
divenne Arcivescovo di Magdeburgo, Papa Onorio II gli concesse l'approvazione
del suo proposito di vita, attuato secondo la Regola di Sant'Agostino nelle
comunita sotto la sua guida. Norberto non torno mai piu a Premontre, ma
fondo varie altre comunita di canonici nella sua citta episcopale, alcuni dei quali
impegnati nell'evangelizzazione della regione circostante. Come Arcivescovo
egli rimase fedele alla sua originaria ispirazione evangelica e fu sostenitore del
Papa nei conflitti con!'Imperatore, facendo ogni sforzo per stabilire buone
relazioni tra i due, pur mantenendo il principio della liberta nella nomina agli
uffici ecclesiastici.
Nel 1128, Norberto si dimise dalla responsabilita delle comunita sotto la
sua guida. Queste divennero abbazie sotto la direzione del loro proprio abate.
Ugo di Fosses divenne allora il primo abate dell'Abbazia di Premontre e riusci
a unire un crescente numero di comunita nel quadro di un Ordine dotato di
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propri statuti e di un capitolo generale come massima autorita.
Nove secoli dopo, rendiamo graz1e per il movimento avviato da San
Norberto, che seppe trarre insegnamenti da strutture esistenti, collaudate, di
origine monastica, ma conservando chiara l'identita dei membri del suo Ordine
come canonici regolari. Durante questo lungo periodo, anche numerose
donne hanno aderito all'ideale norbertino e ancora oggi esse si dedicano
essenzialmente alla vita contemplativa. Inoltre molti laici, pur rimanendo nel
mondo, si uniscono alle vostre comunita con varie forme di affiliazione. Diverse
Congregazioni di religiose, dal canto loro, condividono la vostra spiritualita e si
dedicano all'apostolato, in particolare al servizio delle persone piu fragili per la
condizione sociale o la salute o l'eta.
Cosi, nel corso dei secoli, le abbazie premostratensi hanno sviluppato un
intenso rapporto con ii loro territorio, perche fin dalrinizio molti canonici si
sono dedicati alla cura pastorale delle parrocchie. Di conseguenza, le abbazie
non sono state attive soltanto nella cura e nell'accoglienza dei poveri, ma hanno
sviluppato e mantenuto contatti con persone di ogni estrazione sociale. Cosi, l'
ispirazione di San Norberto e rimasta viva ed e tuttora una delle ricchezze della
Chiesa universale. Il vostro Fondatore ha vissuto in tanti e diversi ambienti,
ma in ogni circostanza si e lasciato guidare dal Vangelo: predicatore itinerante,
sacerdote, superiore di comunita, vescovo, egli ha continuato ad ascoltare Dio
e i fratelli, e ha saputo discernere nelle varie circostanze della vita, senza perdere
di vista la sua ispirazione fondamentale.
Per l'intercessione di Maria Santissima, eletta da San Norberto quale
titolare dell'Abbazia di Premontre e in seguito proclamata Regina dell'Ordine,
i Premostratensi, ormai diffusi nei cinque continenti, possano rimanere
costantemente fedeli alla vita ad instar Apostolorum.
Caro Fratello, quale pegno di abbondanti grazie celesti imparto
a Lei e a tutti i membri dell'Ordine, alle religiose e ai laici affiliati
alle
vostre
comunita,
una
speciale
Benedizione
Apostolica.
Roma, San Giovanni in Laterano, 6 giugno 2021, memoria di San Norberto.
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To the Most Reverend Father Jozef Wouters,
Abbot General of the Premonstratensian Canons Regular.
I learned the good news that you have announced a Jubilee to celebrate
the 900th anniversary of the foundation of the Abbey of Prémontré by Saint
Norbert, the first community from which the Order of Premonstratensian
Canons Regular originated.
St. Norbert is rightly considered one of the most zealous architects of the
Gregorian reform. Born around 1075, he became a canon of the chapter of
Xanten after his ecclesiastical studies. Through the then Bishop of Cologne,
Frederick, he was introduced to the court of Emperor Henry V. Thus, Norbert
got involved early in the events that marked the beginnings of the 12th century.
While the Emperor and the lords of the realm claimed a right to intervene
personally in the appointment of bishops and abbots by favoring people whom
they liked, a new sensitivity to the demands of the Gospel and of the mission
proper to the clergy grew within the Church. There were not a few men and
women, inspired by God, who began to question the attachment ministers of
the Church had with merely worldly interests. Norb-ert was one of these.
When, in 1115, at the height of the investiture controversy, he had to chose
a position between the Pope and the Emperor, he followed Bishop Frederick
of Cologne and began a spiritual journey that was to lead him to an authentic
conversion after a long process of discernment. Norbert gave up his life at the
court and decided to live “Solo Christo Duce”, embracing a lifestyle inspired by
the Apostles. Or-dained a deacon and a priest on the same day, he abandoned
the refined apparel of a courtier and put on the habit of a penitent. He tried,
first of all, to convince his brothers from the chapter of Xanten to embrace a
new way of life, closer to the demands of the Gospel, but in vain. Therefore,
Norbert decid-ed to consult with various spiritual advisors: the Benedictine
abbot Cono of Siegburg and the hermit Ludolph. In Rolduc he became
acquainted with a community of reformed canons regular who based their
life on the Rule of St. Augustine. Thus, he too began to preach penance and
conversion and to lead a life of prayer and mortification; and – not a common
practice at that time – he often, if not daily, celebrated the Eucharist.
The communities of your Order have accepted this inheritance and, for
nine centuries, have carried out their mission in the spirit of the Rule of Saint
Augustine, in faithfulness to the meditation and preaching of the Gospel,
drawing on the Eucharistic Mystery, source and summit of the life of the
8 - Pope Francis Letter (English)

Church.
This way of life was the cause that Norbert was increasingly criticized: he
lived as an ascetic hermit, but still received the income he was entitled to as
a canon; he preached, but with what mandate? Induced by these pressures,
Norbert opted for an itinerant life. Inspired by the mission of the Apostles of
Jesus, he set out and arrived in Saint Gilles in Provence. He walked on foot,
with only one garment, a cloak and a stick, always carrying with him what was
necessary for the celebration of the Eucharist, accom-panied by two fellow
pilgrims. In Saint Gilles, he met Pope Gelasius II who authorized him to be an
apostolic preacher. Today more than ever, dear Brother, the proclamation of
the Good News is neces-sary and requires on the part of everyone, especially of
priests, a generous commitment and, even more, a strong coherence between
the message proclaimed and the personal and common life.
Since his conversion and throughout his life, Norbert was a faithful servant
of the Gospel and a loving son of the Church, obedient to the Pope. In order
to receive confirmation of his status as a preacher and to meet the new Pope, –
Callixtus II, elected in 1119, he returned to northern France where he met his
childhood friend, Bishop Burchard of Cambrai, who marveled at the change in
his lifestyle. Under these circumstances, Norbert met Hugh of Fosses, chaplain
to the Bishop of Cambrai. Hugh too was looking for a life more adherent to
the Gospel and recognized in that meeting a gift from Providence. With the
permission of his Bishop, Hugh became Norbert’s companion and followed
him. Later, he would become the first abbot of Prémontré.
Norbert’s biographies tell how he healed the sick along the way, chased
away evil spirits and managed to placate ancient feuds between noble families.
These reconciliations brought peace to the regions where the population
suffered greatly from the continuous local wars. For this, Norbert is considered
an apostle of peace. He did the work of God, acting in the name of Christ’s
charity. The ancient authors insist that Norbert always gathered in prayer
before setting out to mediate and to foster reconciliations and restore peace
and that he was always faithful to celebrate the Eucharist to meet the Lord
whose work he desired to undertake.
On his way to Reims to be received by Callixtus II, Norbert met with
Bartholomew, bishop of Laon, who proposed to welcome him into his diocese.
He offered him various possible places to settle. It was 1120, and Norbert chose
the valley of Prémontré. Here he assembled a group of followers with whom
he initiated an intense dialogue about the nature of their nascent community.
Since many of them, like himself, were canons, all made canonical profession
according to the Rule of St. Augustine, on Christ-mas Day 1121, the date
that marks the foundation of the community of Prémontré. This profession,
in the context of the great Gregorian canonical movement, was a confirmation
and deepening of their original commitment. Such, dear Brother, is also the
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meaning of your profession which establishes a strong bond between each of
the members of the community and his own Church. And in this profes-sion
is rooted the mission of praying for and with the whole Church.
From the beginning, Prémontré has exerted great fascination. Many men
and women joined the com-munity of canons, which intended to mirror the
primitive Church- described in the Acts of the Apostles. The initial ardent
enthusiasm of was structured in an austere religious life, of which hospitality
and care for the poor and for pilgrims were an integral part. From the beginning,
the Premonstratensians have shown great commitment to people outside
the community, welcoming them willingly. Thus, new com-munities which
followed Norbert’s lifestyle were born rapidly. Several existing communities
asked to be affiliated with Prémontré.
Dear sons and daughters of St. Norbert, always keep this open heart, which
also opens the doors of your house, to welcome those looking for a spiritual
counselor, those who ask for material help, those who wish to share your
prayer. May your liturgy always be “canonical”, that is, to praise God, for the
people of God and with the people.
Norbert’s strong link with the Eucharist is still a source of inspiration
for your apostolic life. In 1124, at the request of the Bishop of Cambrai, he
went to Antwerp, where he was faced with the consequences of the “storm”
previously caused by Tanchelm and his followers, who denied the validity of
the Sacra-ments and especially of the Eucharist celebrated by priests living in
concubinage. Norbert refuted this heresy. Because of this episode, he became
regarded as an apostle of the Eucharist during the Catholic reformation. A
model of faith for all and, in particular, for priests, Norberto always drew
strength from the Eucharistic celebration, especially in situations of crisis or in
the face of difficult tasks.
A few years after the foundation of Prémontré, when, in 1126, Norbert
became Archbishop of Magde-burg, Pope Honorius II granted him the
approval of his life purpose, implemented according to the Rule of St.
Augustine in the communities under his leadership. Norbert never returned to
Prémontré, but founded various other communities of canons in his episcopal
city, some of them engaged in the evan-gelization of the surrounding region.
As Archbishop, he remained faithful to his original evangelical in-spiration
and supported the Pope in conflicts with the Emperor, making every effort to
establish good relations between them, while maintaining the principle of free
appointment to ecclesiastical offices.
In 1128, Norbert resigned from the responsibility of the communities under
his leadership. These be-came abbeys under the direction of their own abbot.
Hugh of Fosses, who then became the first abbot of the Abbey of Prémontré
and managed to unite a growing number of communities within the framework of an Order with its own statutes and a general chapter as the highest
10 - Pope Francis Letter (English)

authority.
Nine centuries later, we give thanks for the movement initiated by St.
Norbert who was able to draw lessons from existing, proven structures of
monastic origin, but clearly maintained the identity of the members of his
Order as canons regular. During this long period, many women also adhered
to the Norbertine ideal and still today they essentially dedicate themselves to
the contemplative life. Further-more, many lay people, while remaining in
the world, join your communities according to various forms of affiliation.
For their part, several Congregations of religious sisters share your spirituality
and dedi-cate themselves to the apostolate, especially at the service of the most
vulnerable because of their social condition, health or age.
Thus, over the centuries, the Premonstratensian abbeys have developed an
intense relationship with their territory, because from the beginning many
canons have dedicated themselves to the pastoral care of parishes. Consequently,
the abbeys have not only been active in caring for and welcoming the poor,
but have developed and maintained contacts with people from all social
classes. Thus, the inspiration of St. Norbert remained alive and is still one of
the riches of the universal Church. Your Founder lived in many and different
environments, but in every circumstance he let himself be guided by the
Gospel: whether as an itinerant preacher, superior of a community or bishop,
he continued to listen to God and his brothers, and was able to discern the way
to be followed in the various circumstances of life, with-out losing sight of its
fundamental inspiration.
Through the intercession of Mary Most Holy, elected by St. Norbert as
the patron of the Abbey of Pré-montré and later proclaimed Queen of the
Order, may the Premonstratensians, now widespread throughout in the five
continents, remain constantly faithful to a life ad instar Apostolorum.
Dear Brother, as a pledge of abundant heavenly graces I impart a
special Apostolic Blessing to you and to all the members of the Order,
to the religious and lay people affiliated with your communities.
Rome, Saint John at the Lateran, June 2021, memorial of Saint Norbert.
Sealed and signed,
Francesco

Pope Francis Letter (English) - 11

Rome, 30/0 4/2021

Dear Fr. Abbot, Dear Confreres,
As the days of the dedication of the new abbey church of
your canonry are coming near, I find myself more and more thinking of you
and of your community. This solemn event is a milestone in the history of
your canonry and, indeed of thePremonstratensian order in America and of
the entire order.
It is most unfortunate that I cannot be present in person. Not only because
of the protocol but also because of the many personal ties that link us together.
Our holy father Augustine describes the church as a building as a model of
the Church as a community. All different kinds of material are joined together
to form one safe structure, a building, a house, a home. It is not difficult to
apply the image to a canonry, where unity is forged by prayer and sacrifice, by
charity and ultimately by grace: God’s loving presence in and among us.
The jubilee of the order adds a special meaning to the dedication of the abbey
church of St. Michael’s and the official opening of the new abbey. We rejoice
in this prophetic event that bears witness to the strength of the charism of our
order. Nine hundred years after the beginning of the abbey of Prémontré we
behold the consolidation of another important foundation of our order.
We feel invited to renew and to deepen our trust in Divine Providence and
in the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
With all of you I want to express my deep gratitude for what is being
accomplished among you.
May the canonry of St. Michael’s at Orange continue to prosper and to
grow to the Glory of God and the mission of his Church, through the powerful
intercession of Our Lady, the Queen of our order, and of our fathers Augustine
and Norbert.
United with you in prayer,
Jos Wouters o.praem., abbot - general
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JUBILEE YEAR ICON OF OUR HOLY FATHER ST. NORBERT
Fr. Norbert Wood, O. Praem.
St. Michael’s Abbey
27977 Silverado Canyon Road
Silverado, CA 92676
This icon was commissioned by Abbot Eugene Hayes of St. Michael’s Abbey
in Silverado, California, to celebrate the Order’s 900th Jubilee in 2021.
The icon, written by Fr. Peregrine Fletcher of St. Michael’s Abbey, depicts
St. Norbert in a central panel surrounded by twelve scenes from his life and the
life of his infant Order.
THE CENTRAL PANEL
St. Norbert (rendered Sanctus Norbertus in Latin) holds the newest
abbey church of his Order, St. Michael’s Abbey Church of Our Lady of the
Assumption, dedicated during the Jubilee Year on May 4, 2021. The date of
its dedication providentially landed on the same day the mother church of the
Order, begun by Blessed Hugh around 1140, was dedicated at the Order’s
mother abbey of Prémontré on May 4, 1232. That day was celebrated annually
by the entire Order until the abbey of Prémontré was lost in the French
Revolution (1790). In this panel St. Norbert also holds his archiepiscopal staff
and wears the archiepiscopal pallium of white wool with its black crosses (he
was made archbishop of Magdeburg in 1126, five years after founding the Order).
He also holds the olive branch, entwined around his staff, as a symbol of his
gift for making peace in the turbulent times in which he lived.
THE TWELVE SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF ST. NORBERT AND
HIS INFANT ORDER
(from left to right, starting with the upper left-hand corner)
1) St. Norbert is born (about 1080) into the noble house of Gennep, near
Xanten: his mother Hedwig is reassured by an intuition from above about her
son, and Herbert, the proud father, looks in through the window;
2) St. Norbert undergoes a dramatic conversion on May 28, 1115 on the
road to Freden: he is literally turned upside down by God’s grace in thunder
and storm – his sword and money bag have fallen to the ground where he too
is headed;
3) St. Norbert is ordained to the diaconate and priesthood on one and
the same day (evoked by the attendants holding out both the dalmatic and
chasuble at the same time) on December 18, 1115. St. Norbert’s dramatic
renunciation of the world that day is symbolized by his trampling underfoot
the symbols of his former life (all taken from the preceding conversion scene):
clothes, boots, sword and money bag;
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4) St. Norbert celebrates Holy Mass on the occasion when a venomous
spider (pictured here as a black widow) falls into the chalice of the Lord’s Blood
– which St. Norbert then consumes with tranquil faith and deep reverence for
the Sacrament. This story was a favorite of the early Norbertines when they
wanted to highlight the centrality of the virtue of faith in St. Norbert and his
great love for Holy Mass. A demon flees the scene, frightened by the saving
presence of the Eucharistic Lord and the undaunted faith of His priest;
5) St. Norbert encounters his first disciple, Blessed Hugh, in the presence
of his old friend from court, Bishop Burchard of Cambrai, at Valenciennes
on March 26, 1119. St. Norbert is barefoot in the cold (snow falls outside as
a reminder of the harshness of the journey he had undertaken). Bl. Hugh is
weeping because he sees his bishop so deeply moved and because for a long
time he has wanted to live a more generous imitation of Christ – which he now
sees as a living reality in the person of St. Norbert;
6) St. Norbert keeps vigil in the valley of Prémontré in February, 1120,
while Blessed Bartholomew, Bishop of Laon, looks on – St. Norbert sees a
vision of his future confreres and recognizes that this is the place destined for
him by God. A friendly wolf evokes the stories in the Vita Norberti where
St. Norbert displays a gift for living in peace even with wild beasts. In the
background stands the solitary chapel of St. John the Baptist, adorned with
the Lamb of God. A flowing water source evokes the abundant grace of God in
this moment as well as the well-known fish ponds at Prémontré, so necessary
to sustain a diet which remained meatless for centuries;
7) St. Norbert, kneeling in prayer, receives the Holy Rule from St.
Augustine, whose way of priestly holiness he greatly championed. The pages of
the Rule “enfold” St. Norbert and contain key words from the text of the Rule
representing principal characteristics of the new Order’s life;
8) St. Norbert, wanting everything to be in readiness for the dedication
of his first church at Prémontré, finds and procures the long lost relics of St.
Gereon, soldier and martyr, on October 12, 1121. He is guided by the heavenly
intercession of the martyr himself – whom he knew well since childhood as one
of the principal patrons of his home diocese of Cologne;
9) St. Norbert receives the white habit from Our Lady, who shows him the
angels—dressed in white—who announced the good news of the esurrection
of Christ at the tomb and were the inspiration for the habit’s color;
10) St. Norbert clothes his first disciples with the white habit on Christmas
day as “one by one they enroll themselves under that rule into the city of
blessed eternity.” This is the first profession and foundation day of the Order
(December 25, 1121) in the valley of Prémontré. The names of the disciples
pictured here are seen inscribed on the scroll held from above by the Hand
of God: “Norbert, Hugh, Evermode, Waltman” (all four wear halos and are
venerated as saints or blessed in the tradition of the Order and beyond). The
snow-covered ground evokes the season, the silence, and the sacrifice, and the
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Star of Bethlehem shines in the sky;
11) St. Norbert serenely holds and shows the Eucharistic Lord as he triumphs
over the heresy of Tanchelm who lies under his feet. Tanchelm is pictured with
a scroll and snake symbolizing his poisonous errors which included a denial of
the presence of Christ in the Holy Eucharist. St. Michael the Archangel looks
on from above. It was here, in the city of Antwerp, in 1124, that St. Norbert
founded the first abbey of his Order dedicated to the patronage of St. Michael.
St. Michael’s in Silverado is the most recent abbey of the Order founded under
his patronage (St. Michael was also the patron of its own mother abbey of Csorna,
Hungary, founded in 1180);
12) St. Norbert dies a holy death at Magdeburg on June 6, 1134. He is
surrounded by his grieving brethren. St. Evermode, his “beloved disciple,”
weeps at his feet. As he breathes his last, St. Norbert utters the holy name of
Jesus as his final word on earth (shown using the Latinized first initials of the
Greek name of Jesus: IHS). In the tower a solitary bell tolls for the death of the
saintly archbishop and founder of the Norbertine Order.
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“A Community of Prayer and of Love“
Reflections on the Ideal of Canons Regular
P. Thomas Handgrätinger, O. Praem.
Abtei Windberg
Pfarrpl. 22, 94336 Windberg, Germany
On the death notice of Abbot Emeritus Piet Wagenaar of Grimbergen1,
emphasis was given to the three “Cs”, i.e. “Communio”, “Cultus” and
“Caritas”, which were the three main pillars by which he lived his life, and
which he regarded as being constitutive for his community. In this one
can see a variation of the three common terms “communio”, “actio” and
“contemplatio”, with perhaps a somewhat greater focus on canonical life and
work. In one of the intercessions there was found the phrase: “Lord, make us
a community of prayer and love”2. One practically glosses over this request,
which is so inconspicuous and unspectacular. And yet in these three terms
“community”, “prayer” and “love”, as in the three “Cs” mentioned above, we
can discover the whole essence of our canonical life. We should investigate this
prayer intention and consider it for our life today as Premonstratensians. In this
way, and especially during this anniversary year of “900 years of Prémontré”,
we might make an attempt to reconcile the founding ideal of St.Norbert,
who in 1121, together with some thirteen companions, had made his solemn
profession and signed the profession document on the altar at Prémontré.
This is considered to be the beginning of the Premonstratensian Order, which
the Order will celebrate throughout the whole of 2021 as a Jubilee Year.3
1 A Community of Prayer and of Love
At one’s vestition, the prelate asks the candidate, “What do you desire?”
The answer is, “The mercy of God and your fellowship in this church”4. The
candidate first decides on a specific community that he has chosen and in which
he hopes to advance on the path to God. Ultimately, the decision lies with
the chosen community, whereby it becomes clear that when seeking entry a
whole bundle of motives is involved. During the course of this path, any vague,
often unconscious and idealizing motivations will need to be cleared up and
reconciled with the existing reality and, on the whole, should also be purified
in a process of disillusionment. The infatuation phase must ripen into a more
mature love and loyalty for the confreres, and the initial fascination with one’s
own vocation must develop into a lifelong process of searching and conversion.
The promise of “stability and conversion of life” sets out the overall design of
giving one’s life and commitment (“offerens trado meipsum”) in accordance with
Abbot emeritus Piet Werenfried Wagenaar, 1929-2020 (+4. 10.2020), Abbot of Grimbergen from 1982 – 2020.
Prayer at Lauds for Sunday, Week 4. Stundenbuch, vol. year 3. Freiburg 1978, p. 581.
3
The Jubilee “900 Years of Prémontré” runs from 1st Sunday of Advent 29 November 2020 until the Baptism of the
Lord on 9 January 2022.
4
Appendix I, Celebration of Profession in the Order of Canons Regular of Prémontré. ch. 1, Guidelines for the
liturgical celebration at the beginning of the novitiate. Constitutions of the Canons Regular of Prémontré, Schlägl
1997, p. 122.
1
2
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the three evangelical counsels. All of this involves continuity and innovation,
about staying true and persevering, and about constant renewal and selfcleansing reflection. Here the community plays an important role, if and insofar
it knows itself to be on the way, and reflects on this way time and again, because
then a confrere becomes a helper as well as a corrector, a companion as well as
an irritation, possibly also a friend as well as a nuisance. Dietrich Bonhoeffer
expressed it like this: “The Christ in your own heart is weaker than the Christ
in the word of your brother”. Showing sensitivity for one another and having a
well-disposed consideration5 towards the other, towards young or old, towards
the superior as well as the simple confrere, requires withdrawing from oneself
and having greater esteem for others than for oneself. This role is mutual; we
again find this in Paul when he instructs: “Carry each other’s burdens” (Gal 6: 2).
This fits in with this picture located in the former abbey
of Rommerskirchen, which is not so well known in the religious
iconography of the Order. It shows three Premonstratensians, one
identified by a cross, perhaps an abbot or a bishop. He kneels in a pious posture
with folded hands and receives Holy Communion from a confrere who gives
him the Body of Christ. In his left hand he holds a paten for the reception.
Behind him stands another confrere holding a vessel of oil for anointing
the sick. There is a kind of cloud between the kneeling man and the other
two, indicating that it is an apparition. It is a fictional scene that contains a
comforting truth. Two confreres support another confrere who is seriously ill
as a result of imprisonment and torture with the Sacraments of the dying, the
‘Viaticum‘, the last food for the journey, and the anointing of the sick or the “last
anointing”. These are the three Premonstratensian bishops from Ratzeburg,
St. Ludolf (+1250), St. Evermode (+1178) and St. Isfrid (+1204). St. Ludolf
(bishop from 1236-1250) was arrested after the dispute with Duke Albrecht
von Sachsen-Lauenburg and severely tortured in prison. Shortly before his
death he was set free and died on 29th March, 1250, at Wismar as a “martyr
for the freedom of the Church”6. His death and his grave are surrounded by
legends and miracles of healing. This is how the pious legend came about
that before his death his two predecessors, Evermode and Isfrid, appeared
to him and gave him the last rites before he died. The baroque oil painting
gives an impressive portrayal of this scene. A similar copper engraving comes
from C. de Mallery, on which the two episcopal confreres, St. Evermode and
St. Isfrid, are - ‘only’ - handing to Bishop Ludolf the “chalice of salvation”
(“calicem salutis hauriendum”). In this is expressed an eloquent vision of the
meaning and function of community life. Every member of the monastery
stands in a long tradition of confreres who lived and worked there before him,
and who will forever form the “one church” of Windberg, Roggenburg, De
Pere or Ratzeburg, even after his death. They will be remembered during the
daily reading of the necrology, and in prayers for the departed on November
Cf. “They shall anticipate one another with mutual respect” in the Rule of St. Benedict, 72.
6 Donatien de Clerck/Gabriel Wolf, HAGIOLOGION, Windberg 22012, pp. 128-130 (26 April, St. Ludolf –
Ratzeburg).
5
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14th, the All Souls Day of the Order, as well as at every conventual Mass,
formerly called the ‘Summa’, in which the deceased confreres are remembered
in particular.
Community also means being there for one another, standing up for one
another, supporting one another in “sickness and in health”, especially in
times of frailty, illness and emotional distress, by accompanying the other
and providing for him the assistance and “consolation of the Church”. Yes,
we are responsible for ourselves, but also for the other, the confrere, for the
well-being of his body and soul, for the salvation of his soul. The duty of the
infirmarian in a community was not limited merely to serving one’s physical
health, but he was supported by the community to accompany fellow confreres
or sisters, especially in their suffering and death. In the distribution of the
Body of Christ and in the anointing of the sick, we see a type of relational care
that is spiritual-intellectual and bodily-sacramental. We should be like bread
and oil to one another, nourishing, strengthening, invigorating, healing and
supporting. Augustine already prescribes this in the first sentence of his rule:
“Let us love God above all things, dearest brothers, then our neighbour, for
these are the chief commandments given to us” (Ordo Monasterii). “These are
the precepts which we order you who live in the monastery to observe. The
first purpose for which you have come together is to live in unity in the house
and to be of one mind and one heart in God”(Rule I, 1-2). There follows in
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chapter 5 a separate section with very practical instructions on “Care of the
Sick” (Rule V, 5-8). But it is precisely these that are placed at the beginning
of the commandment of love. Then shall our daily encounters be filled with
the same disposition as the apostle, who says that we should "love one another
with brotherly love, outdo one another in showing affection" (cf. Rom 12:10).
This admonition (Constitutions, ch. 32) is followed by the chapter on “Care
of the Sick”, in which, in addition to “fraternal assistance and diligent care”,
“strengthening through the anointing of the sick” is also addressed. “The care
of sick and elderly confreres should be close to the heart of the whole canonry”
(ch. 33). Here the three saints of our Order, the three bishops of Ratzeburg,
Ludolf (April 26th), Evermode (February 17th) and Isfrid (June 15th), can be
role models and give us guidance.
Prayer:
Lord, see my empty hands. Time and again I asked you to fill them.
Today I hold them out to you, full of thanks. I want to thank you for
my life, for all the experiences of joy and hardship, for the community to
which you have called me. I give thanks for all those who belong to me
and live with me. Lord, I thank you for loving me and each and every
confrere, that you want to live in friendship with me, and that you have
created us to walk together on the way that leads to you, so that together
we may one day find in you our eternal happiness and salvation. Amen.7

7 After a prayer by C. Knollmeyer/E. Ketteler, Gott zum Freund haben. Würzburg 2004.
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2 A Community of Prayer and of Love
We all know the Benedictine motto “ora et labora”, which of course cannot
be found either in the Benedictine Rule or in the Vita Benedicti. It was
discovered in an unprinted Lutheran polemic written against Matthias Flacius
and Nicolaus Gallus: “Tu lector vale ora et labora” (“You reader, farewell, pray
and work!”). The Archabbot of Beuron, Maurus Wolter, called it the “ancient
and famous motto of the monks”.8 This second point should be about “ora”,
about “fellowship in prayer”. When I entered, prayer and liturgy, “cultus”,
“contemplatio” were still the main duties of the community, the “one truly
necessary thing”; I think also of the seven times of prayer (Lauds, Prime, Terce,
None, Vespers, Matins of the coming day, Compline at the end of the day at
9 p.m., plus Chapter, Summa and Rosary). “Prayer,” writes Johannes Hauk,
“is the lifeline of the relationship with God, either done communally in choir
and personally in silence, as well as ideally throughout the day. The heart,
as the personal center and the epitome of the whole human being, with all
its emotions consciously inclines towards the presence of God, in listening,
pleading, receiving and answering with thanks and praise, so that when reciting
psalms and hymns, the heart, mind, understanding and voice will all be in
harmony” (“mens concordet voci”). We know this thought from the Rule of
Augustine, and it is probable that Benedict was influenced by it here. Strangely
enough, the second chapter on prayer is the very shortest, probably because
this “communication with God” seemed the most natural thing for him.
Augustine urges zeal in prayer, he pleads for a space reserved only for prayer,
the oratorio, and he calls for the proper order of chant to be observed. His
main concern, however, is the correspondence (“concordia”) between mouth
and heart when praying, between internal and external, between an internal
participation and external speaking or singing (“versetur in corde quod profertur
in voce”).9 This is a rejection of routine habit, of thoughtless formalism, of mere
performance. Without inner action, without devotion and without depth of
heart, our prayer becomes a mere mouthing of words, babbling: “And when
you pray, do not babble like the heathen” (Mt 6:7). But here we are constantly
catching ourselves out, for we find that our own thoughts wander all over the
place, and are not with those of the person we are standing in front of. In
contrast to the sparse directives in the Rule of Augustine, our Constitutions
devote several detailed chapters to prayer under the section “Living Communio
through the Liturgy” (chap. 34-43). The whole community is responsible for
the daily performance of the ‘public prayer of the Church’ (34). The prayer of
the Church, the sacrifice of praise offered to God in word and sacrament, is for
us canons regular at the center of our life (35). The solemn public celebration
of the Liturgy of the Hours is a principal element in our day order, for it is to
this Divine Office that we are committed by our canonical profession (40).
To this invitation is added, however, that this commitment to prayer must
take into account today’s living conditions and the particular requirements
Archabbot Maurus Walter, OSB, Praecipua Ordinis monastici Elementa, Bruges, 1880, p.48ff.
BR 19,7. Cf. also Fr. Johannes Hauck, OSB, Benediktinische Spiritualität (Tempelgrafik), in: Die beiden Türme.
Benedictine abbey of Niederaltaich 56(2020) 117, pp. 24-39.
8
9
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of our community life and apostolic activities. In this we can detect a certain
tension, and even conflict, when because of the many outside duties there
remains at home only a small number of confreres left to perform communal
prayer. There is no patent remedy for this, but only an appeal to goodwill.
Sometimes it will be possible to do more, and everyone who joins helps
strengthen the efforts of the others. It is difficult to explain why someone stays
in the house whilst others are praying. The Constitutions first say that “due
attention must be owed” to the ‘Liturgy of the Hours’ in order that “the day
may be sanctified” and that there must be “a grave cause” for the hours to be
omitted (41). As clerics we are obliged to pray the hours in choir or privately.
In addition to common prayer, personal prayer is also addressed: “By being
constantly attentive to prayer we praise the Lord and intercede for the salvation
of the whole world”. The “clinging to God and living in intimate relationship
with him in prayer” is man’s fundamental attitude (42), applying especially to
those who have professed to give themselves completely to God. Thus personal
prayer is intended to nourish and deepen communal prayer.
In chapter IV of his apostolic exhortation “Gaudete et Exsultate”10, Pope
Francis has dedicated a separate section to prayer under the heading “In constant
prayer” (147-157) which contrasts the “many forms of false spirituality”. He
asks us to strive for holiness and says that “the saints are distinguished by a
spirit of prayer and a need for communion with God”. He underpins this with
a text by John of the Cross, who says that one should endeavour “to remain
always in the presence of God, either real, imaginative, or unitive, insofar as
is permitted by your works” (148). Theresa of Avila calls prayer “nothing but
friendly intercourse, and frequent solitary converse, with him who we know
loves us”. “Trust-filled prayer is a response of a heart open to encountering
God face to face, where all is peaceful and the quiet voice of the Lord can
be heard in the midst of silence” (149). The Pope warns us that all of our
liturgical activities will only become “decorations” that hide the Gospel or
stifle it through outward affectations and habits of obligatory exercises. “For
each disciple, it is essential to spend time with the Master, to listen to his
words, and to learn from him always. Unless we listen, all our words will be
nothing but useless chatter.” (150). To make these harsh words a little more
specific, here are some questions:
Are there moments when you place yourself quietly in the Lord’s presence,
when you calmly spend time with him, when you bask in his gaze?
Do you let his fire inflame your heart? How will you be able to set the hearts
of others on fire by your words and witness?
Why do you not allow the warmth and tenderness of his love warm you and
“heat you up”?
Do you not believe he can heal and transform you?

Pope Francis, Apostolic Exhortation “Gaudete et Exaltate”. On the Call to Holiness in the Modern World.
Vatican, 19 March 2018.
10
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--Here we hear the words of Bernhard of Clairvaux, who once advised his
confreres “to penetrate into the heart of Jesus, to get into his wounds, because
that is where divine mercy resides”. 11
Adoration
Pope Francis continues on to “prayerful silence”, which we should not
regard as flight, as world negation, but as an immersion into his reality, and
often also as an endurance of his incomprehensibility, as suffering from his
presumed absence. “If we realize that God exists, we cannot help but worship
him, at times in pervading quiet wonder” (155). Charles de Foucauld had this
experience himself: “As soon as I believed that there was a God, I realized that
there was nothing I could do but live for him alone.”
In our Order’s tradition there are many images that depict St.
Norbert in adoration in front of the Blessed Sacrament in the
monstrance. This kind of iconography arose only at the time of the
Counter-Reformation. Even though at the time of St. Norbert there was not
yet this form of Eucharistic adoration, there were still many indications in his
life of a profound Eucharistic piety. Mention should be made of the incidents
of the Eucharistic heresy of Tanchelm in Antwerp, the healing of the blind
man in Würzburg, the spider miracle at Rolduc and an incident at Floreffe
when Norbert saw drops of blood appear on the paten.12 In the rectory of St.
Joseph’s parish at Breitendiel (Miltenberg), there is a painting depicting St.
Norbert and the Blessed Gertrude kneeling in adoration in front of the Blessed
Sacrament in the monstrance, which becomes visible amidst a radiant cloud
of light above them. St. Norbert wears choir dress with a pallium, the double
cross lies at his feet, his left hand is placed on his heart in a humble posture,
his gaze directed upwards. Blessed Gertrude von Altenberg13 is kneeling, she
is positioned somewhat closer to the center of the picture, her hands folded
in prayer, her gaze devoutly looking upwards. The picture presumably comes
from the hand of Johann Jakob Conrad Bechtold (1698-1786) who focused
more on Premonstratensian women, or canonesses regular.
What is here so impressively brought into focus is that the Eucharistic
adoration of our Order’s founder, St. Norbert, and Blessed Gertrude was
reflected at the last General Chapter held at Rolduc in 2018, where a large
majority of the chapter approved the revised Constitutions. In the section
“Live Communion through the Apostolate” it now says: “In keeping with the
spiritual patrimony of our Order, adoration of the Blessed Eucharist is to be
specially cherished in our life and mission”. 14
This form of worship is intensely cultivated in many houses of the Order and
11
12
13

Bernhard of Clairvaux, Sermones in Canticum Canticorum 61, 3-5 PL 183, 1071-1073.
“Triumph of the Heart. The Precious Blood. Special issue‘ familienmariens@web.de ‘
She could also be “Blessed” Ricvera de Clastris, the first Premonstratensian canoness of Prémontré.

Constitutions and Statutes of the Canons Regular of Prémontré, 2018 (German translation 2020 ch. 3 „Gesandt zum Leben in
Gemeinschaft“, Nr. 47b, p. 71).
14
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probably also led to what Pope Pius X said to Abbot General Gummarus Crets
(1922-1937), that even though we are not a dedicated “Eucharistic Order” like
the “Blessed Sacrament Fathers”,15 “Ordo vester est Eucharistice gloriosus et
gloriosus eucharisticus.”16
3 A Community of Prayer and of Love
In the “Spiritual Exercises” of Ignatius of Loyola one encounters the
“Contemplation for Attaining Love”. All meditation and contemplation, all
prayer and worship should ultimately transform life, guide action and lead to
an action of love (cf. 153).
We are now talking about the third pillar, of “actio”, of “caritas” and of
“love”. The Constitutions expresses this in a lyrical manner when it says:
“We are taught by St. Augustine that the unity of our communities should
overflow into a charity which embraces all” (n. 48b). This therefore flows in
two directions, turned inwards on the one hand, in order to build up the
community in love, and then turned outwards in love towards the people, for
this is where our mission always takes us. Our Constitutions emphasize that
the choice of apostolate should “keep in mind the more pressing needs of the
Church and the contemporary world”, certainly at a diocesan level, but also
being willing to be ready for service at a global level. In this there is also a
referral to St. Norbert, whose “missionary spirit has been a mark of our Order
from the beginning” (Nr. 50). Our external service must be shaped by a double
intention: “The mission of our Order is not only to announce Christ and the
grace he has brought to the world, but also to imbue the temporal order with
the spirit of the Gospel and bring it to perfection, since the human community
must also be built up in charity. Since we are joined intimately with the entire
human family and with its progress, we ought to work at full strength with
others in the building of a more humanely organised world, thus observing
the great command to extend ourselves in service to our brothers and sisters”
(Nr. 51). Building up the community is our first apostolate; the mission to
the people is our most beautiful mission. The Augustinian Canons call this
“Community and Service”, or interdependence and mutual dependence. This
is the biblical mandate to be “a city built on a hill” (Mt 5:14b), to be “the
light of the world” (Mt 5:14), to be “the salt of the earth” (Mt 5:13), thereby
having an outward effect, of shining, of ‘spicing up’, which is only possible
provided we are not “stale”, that our lights are on, that our ‘city-community’
holds together. The potential for this charisma depends on the genuineness,
authenticity and liveliness of our coexistence, or as Fr. Alfred Delp SJ said
when speaking in general about the direction of the Church: “The impact of the
Church’s immanent mission depends on the seriousness of its transcendental
surrender!” Said more simply: We can only give what we have, what is alive in
us, what we have worked out ourselves and acquired in meditation, as the motto
‘Blessed Sacrament Fathers’, Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament (SSS), founded in 1856 in Paris by Peter Julian Eymard.
16
Cited from Gabriel Wolf, Trado meipsum ecclesiae. Die Feiern der Eingliederung in den Prämonstratenser-Orden als Spiegel
prämon- stratensischer Spiritualität. Windberg 2005, p. 331, footnote 514.
15
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of the Dominicans tells us: “contemplare et contemplata aliis tradere”, which
lives and glows within us as fire, enthusiasm, passion and fervour. Inspired by
the “transcendental surrender” and carried by the prayer of the community, we
are sent out into the world to work and to build up the Church, outside as well
as inside, to accompany people on their path of faith, to let them experience
something of God’s mercy and care, and that he revealed himself in Jesus his
Son, who then announced him to the people. “Anyone who has seen me has
seen the Father ... believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father
is in me” (Jn 14: 9, 11). Whoever sees us sees ...! Who does he see when he
meets us, his messengers? Do the words of the author, social worker and mystic
Madeleine Debrêl (1904-1964): “Life consists of exercising an apostolate”
not also apply to our communities? When she found her faith, she moved
to the “Banlieu” in Paris, where she wanted to “alleviate suffering” and “give
testimony to a humanity that goes beyond what is ‘only human’”.
It is noticeable in Norbert that on the way to the people he applied himself
passionately to peace and harmony. He did not see this as a commission just
for him or as his own special mission, but he saw it as his primary mission and
his “basic apostolate” to bring Christ’s peace to the people and to move and
encourage them to live a life of peace with God, with themselves and with
those around them. He is considered an “apostle of peace and reconciliation”
- this is how his Lives describe him, and how he tirelessly worked for harmony
and reconciliation, for forgiveness and for a new beginning among divided
parties. He preached to the people as a “man of peace” after he converted and
found his calling.
In a cycle of engravings on the life of St. Norbert by Klauber,
engraving no. XIII shows how St. Norbert used relics to bring about
a reconciliation between two hostile parties at Fosses, near Namur.
The picture bears the inscription: “By means of the holy relics St. Norbert
miraculously reconciles enemies with one another, being the best herald of
Christian peace.”
Underneath this there is included an explanation in very poetic language:
“Holding an olive branch in his hands, he counsels a covenant of peace,
confirming this, according to custom, over the bones of the godly ones. Well
then! Since the godly ones now rest in holy peace, should not then also the
living become godly by welcoming peace?” Norbert carries the palm of victory,
the branch of peace that identifies him as a peacemaker. He was convinced that
it was part of his evangelistic mandate to create peace: “Peace I leave with you,
my peace I give to you”. Norbert could definitely stand up and fight for his
cause and the interests of the Church, but it was more important to him to
lead people to reconciliation and peace, to settle disputes, to conciliate enemies
and to establish coexistence on the basis of justice and acceptance. He felt that,
despite all the mediation and assistance he could offer on his part, only prayer
for peace and the strength from on high ultimately could move and soften
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hearts.
In his latest encyclical Fratelli tutti, Pope Francis writes about “love that is
more than a series of benevolent acts”. That which he generally writes about
coexistence in the world and society is certainly also, and above all, applicable
to our coexistence as canonical communities. “Our love for others, for who
they are, moves us to seek the best for their lives. Only by cultivating this
way of relating to one another will we make possible a social friendship that
excludes no one and a fraternity that is open to all ... No one can mature or
find fulfilment by withdrawing from others. By its very nature, love calls for
growth in openness and the ability to accept others as part of a continuing
adventure that makes every periphery converge in a greater sense of mutual
belonging. As Jesus told us: “You are all brothers” (Mt 23:8).
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In conclusion, let us take another look at St. Norbert, who took the initiative
900 years ago to radically build a canonical “community of prayer and love”.
In a prayer “To St. Norbert” by Marie Sidonie Purschke we read:
Nicht jeder kann wie Du mit Flammenwort
Für Gott begeistern und für Christi Lehre,
Die Saat der Liebe streu’n von Ort zu Ort,
Verzichtend auf Besitz und ird’sche Ehre.
Doch jeder kann, und wer er immer sei,
Apostelähnlich seinen Glauben üben,
Hält er die Armen und Verlass’nen treu
Umfangen mit erbarmungsvollen Lieben.
Sankt Norbert, Du, des hehrsten Eifers Bild,
Für Gottes Ehre und der Menschheit Segen,
O mög’st Du mehr und mehr der Herzen mild
Zur Liebe, zu der Waisen Schutz bewegen!“
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We present to you a brand-new translation of the charter of Bishop
Bartholomew of Laon establishing Prémontré in 1121AD. This legal document
outlines the specific locations in and around the valley of Prémontré that Bishop
Bartholomew bestowed on Norbert and his followers, as well as the terms and
conditions associated with possession of this land. Our translation is based
on a soon-to-be-published critical edition of the 13th century Cartulary of
Prémontré, edited by Dr. Heather Wacha (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
and Dr. Yvonne Seale (State University of New York-Geneseo). The version
of the text found in the Cartulary of Prémontré—currently located in the
Bibliothèque Municipal in Soissons—varies slightly from the version found in
the original charter—currently located in the Musée des Archives Nationales
in Paris—, and we have provided footnotes for significant variances. 1
At the onset of this project, our goal was to help the reader internalize this
seminal text and the world it describes. To that end, we have made two stylistic
choices of note. First, we have used modern place-names, whenever possible,
to make them accessible for readers to locate on a modern map.2 Second, we
have chosen a very literal translation of the charter, adhering as close as possible
to the Latin within the limitations of the English language. We hope that the
reader will thus gain the full experience, with all the accompanying joy, of
the words of Bishop Bartholomew written for Norbert and his new confreres
precisely 900 years ago. Please enjoy this new translation of this ancient text.
Ever Ancient, Ever New.
Charter of Lord Bartholomew Bishop of Laon Concerning the Valley of
Prémontré
In the name of the holy and indivisible Trinity.
We want it to be noted, as much for the present as for the future, that
I, Bishop Bartholomew of Laon, to Norbert, a man to be revered and of
outstanding devotion in our times, and to his successors living in the holy faith
community have given this place, which was ours by right, whole, free from
exaction of any person whatsoever, and absolute, near Hubert Pont,3 which is
called Halierpre, as far as the valley of Rohard4, with the three adjacent valleys,
1

There are two versions of the original charter preserved in Paris. The same two versions are also preserved in the Cartulary of
Prémontré. The differences between the two versions are minor. We have chosen for our translation the first version found in the
cartulary. See Image 1 for a sample of this text from Cartulary of Prémontré.
2
See Image 2 for a map of several locations mentioned in the charter.
3
Pond south of Prémontré
4
Location unknown
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all in allodium, from the river facing Vois5, so far as the valleys divide and run
their courses, in order to construct a Church in honor of God and the Holy
Mother of God; in so far as we possess all in allodium, so much we concede
freely in its entirety what we possess to them. And the pasture lands, or the
meadows, from Hubert Pont all the way to the vicinity of Monandus6, on both
the near and far side of the river, will be public property for their animals for
all time. However, the lands beyond the river on the side of the church will
legally be for the needs of the aforementioned brethren for the continuous
collection of hay and crops. And the lands will henceforth be made public only
to the point that there is no inconvenience for their religious practice on any
occasion. [It is conceded, nevertheless, for the farmers who are in the vicinity
to collect from the forest, which is on the ridges of the mountains, material
for the need of the head or beam of the plow or of the axel.]7 Accordingly, in
every labor of these brethren conducted in these places, let none exact from
them either tithe or tax, and let no person whatsoever inflict trouble on their
tranquility; and we decree that the lands are to remain entirely free from every
parochial district and all the hermits are to remain subject to them. We want
it to be made known that the church of Prémontré and the locale was given to
these men by my predecessor Elinand and had been established for the Church
of Saint Vincent, just as contained in their charter; but because the totality
of it was thoroughly reduced to deprivation there, Abbot Siegfried and the
convent of the aforementioned Church of Saint Vincent considered that it was
a useful plan to return it into our hands and leave it for our discretion.8 This
has been accomplished because we considered there to be no better alternative
in this matter, and we have presented this church, with everything which
the aforementioned monks at that time had in their possession, to this man
Norbert, a venerable man, and to his successors living in the faith community,
similarly free from all exaction, to possess perpetually, on the condition that
they do not bring in assemblages of lay-people with themselves, unless persons
which live under this faith community. And, so that they may take possession
of that very place more freely, we have established at our millhouse, which is
called Burdellum9, an annuity of six buckets of grain for the aforementioned
monks individually per year. But the brethren of the Church of Prémontré will
pay nothing henceforth beyond this to them, and we have apportioned to the
canons of Saint John of Laon, for whom a tithe to the Church of Prémontré
is appurtenant, four buckets of grain at this same millhouse, and to them
henceforth the brethren of the Church of Prémontré will in no way pay what
is appurtenant to the tithe of their parochial district. The entire lot, as far as
the valleys surrounding the location of Prémontré run their courses and the
slopes of the mountains on all sides, we decree that it be regarded as a freehold
for these brethren living religiously to possess freely for all time, and let none
of the surrounding parishes force any trouble upon their religious life either
The forest of Vois (Voas) in which the valley of Prémontré is located
An unidentified territory located in the direction of Brancourt-en-Laonnois
This sentence is missing from the Cartulary of Prémontré, but is found in the original charter.
8
A small church, built in honor of St. John the Baptist, stood in this location when Norbert first arrived. See Image
9
Likely along the Ruisseau de Bordet.
5
6
7
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in regard to tithes or in regard to any other contestation. Moreover,
this has been done by the assent and will of Thomas10, from whose
fief two parts of the tithe have been reduced, which he himself and
those who were living off of it as tenets have bestowed into our hands
for the use of the aforementioned brethren. Furthermore, whatever rights and
customs Thomas himself and his Foresters11, namely Girelme of Vauxaillon,
Radolphus of Quincy, and Radolphus mayor of Coucy la Ville, were holding
here, the entirety of these they have given [freely and quit]12 for the need of
the brethren. [Thomas himself has also given to the aforementioned brethren
a carucate13 of land near the Roziéres region. Moreover, with all willing, we
caused the road by which the neighboring inhabitants had been accustomed
to traverse through the middle of the valley to the Premonstratensian church
to be blocked. Moreover, Robert of Aulers bestowed into our hands the estate
which he used to hold in the adjacent forest for the use of the aforementioned
brethren.]14 In addition, we give to the aforementioned brethren three carucates
of land, one near our villa at Anizy-le-Château, another near Versigny, and a
third near Chevregny beyond the mountain on the other side of the Ailette
river, except for the tithes of these carucates. And whoever will have attempted
to infringe upon or press legal claim against this document of our ordinance
and its agreed terms, let them be cursed and let them meet the wrath of the
omnipotent God on the day of judgement.
This was conducted in this year of the incarnation of our Lord 1121,
fourteenth indiction,15 epact nil,16 fifth concurrent.17
Seal of Bishop Bartholomew of Laon
		
Seal of Deacon and Archdeacon Wido
		
Seal of Archdeacon Randulphus
		
Seal of Abbot Siegfried of St. Vincent
		
Seal of Abbot Simon of St. Nicolaus of Sylva
		
Seal of the cantor Blihardus
		
Seal of Father Drogo
		
Seal of Father Herbert
		
Seal of Deacon Ebalus
		
Seal of Deacon Godfrey
Thomas, Lord of Coucy (a.k.a. Thomas of Marle)
A “Forester” is a title roughly equivalent to “sheriff,” responsible for patrolling the woodlands.
This phrase is included in the original charter, but is missing from the Cartulary of Prémontré.
13
A carucate (Latin carrucata) corresponds to a tract of land that could be ploughed with a one-wheeled plough in a
single season, roughly 120 acres.
14
These sentences are missing from the Cartulary of Prémontré, but are found in the original
15
An indiction is a fifteen-year fiscal period used as a means of dating events and transactions in papal and royal
courts from the time of Emperor Diocletian through the 16th century in some places. The year 1121 is the fourteenth indiction of the cycle that began in 1108.
16
An epact corresponds to the age of the ecclesiastical moon on January 1st, used primarily to determine the date of
Easter Sunday. The epact of a given year is nil (0) when the new moon occurs on January 1st in the first year of the
lunar cycle. The epact for the year 1121 is nil.
17
A concurrent corresponds to the day of the week on March 24—Friday being 1—, used to primarily to calculate
Easter Sunday. The concurrent for the year 1121 is 5, meaning March 24th fell on a Tuesday.
10
11
12
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Seal of Subdeacon Ebalus
Seal of Subdeacon Wido
Seal of Acolyte Robert
Seal of Deacon Robert of Saint Johann
Seal of the cantor Jusfridus
Seal of the treasurer Hemmon
Seal of Henry
Seal of Valerius
Seal of Gundrannus
Seal of Hugo
Seal of Robert, Prelate of the Church of Saint Martin
Seal of Vidame Helbertus
Seal of Clarebald of Foro
Seal of the castellan Nicolaus

This was conducted at Laon in the chapter of the church of the Blessed
Mary in the year of the incarnation of our Lord 1121, fourteenth indiction,
epact nil, fifth concurrent, in the reign of Loius, King of the Franks, who
granted to brother Norbert and to the other brethren living religiously in the
aforementioned locations, that whatever is being given and whatever will be
given them, which pertains to his own fief, is to be held by them in perpetuity.
I, Chancellor Randulphus, composed and signed this.
Image 1. First 17 lines of folio 17r of the Cartulary of Prémontré
(Bibliothèque Municipal, Ville de Soisson)
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Image 2: Arial view of Prémontré and surrounding area, with key location
proximities pinpointed (Google Earth)

Image 3. Remnants of the original St. John the Baptist Chapel in the valley
of Prémontré
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What did Norbert and his companions promise at Christmas 900 years
ago?
The oldest vita of the founder of the Premonstratensian Order (Vita A,
chap. 12) only gives a very general report about the celebration of the first
profession in 1121:
“The apostolic life which he [= Norbert]had undertaken by his preaching he
now hoped to live. He had heard that this way of life was ordained and renewed
by this same blessed man [= Augustine] after the apostles. By the profession
of this rule then, on Christmas day [1121] at Prémontré, one by one they
voluntarily enrolled them-selves into that city of blessed eternity.” (“Apostolica
etenim vita, quam ab prædicatione susceperat, iam optabat vivere quam utique ab
eodem beato viro post apostolos audierat ordinationem et renovatam fuisse. Sub
huius regulæ professione in die natalis domini loco Præmonstratensi ad illam beatæ
perhennitatis civitatem singuli se ipsos voluntarie conscripserunt“).
But what exactly did St. Norbert and his companions promise? To say
it in ad-vance: it is not possible to reconstruct the first profession ceremony
on Christmas Day in 1121, due to a lack of sources. The oldest document
containing such a for-mula is a manuscript from the Upper Bavarian Schäftlarn
dating from the years 1140-1153, in which the first statutes of the young Order
are handed down. There the formula is (in the original and in copy):
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Tunc surgens novitius legat cartam suam hoc modo: Ego frater N. offerens,
trado meipsum ecclesie sancti Dyonisii et promitto conversionem morum meorum
et stabilitatem in loco, secundum evangelium Christi et a-postolicam institutionem
et secundum canonicam regulam beati Augustini. Promitto etiam obedientiam
perfectam in Christo domno N. prefate ecclesie preposito et successoribus eius, quos
sanior pars congregationis canonice elegerit. Et ponat eam super altare, prelato
dicente cum fratribus: Confirma hoc deus.”
This spiritual article aims at providing an overview of the development of
the pro-fession formula of the “Order of Canons Regular of Prémontré” based
on the available sources. Individual references (including a detailed description
of the manuscripts) and quotations can be found in my dissertation published
in 2005, Trado meipsum ecclesiæ, Die Feiern der Eingliederung in den
Prämonstratenser-Orden als Spiegel prämonstratensischer Spiritualität [Trado
meipsum ecclesiæ, The celebration of incorporation into the Premonstratensian
Order as a mirror of Premonstratensian spirituality] (especially pp. 264281;286-290;323-330). A liturgical scientific examination of for-mularies
from the beginning of religious life and of profession between the 12th to
20th centuries is not an easy one, because only limited sources exist from the
early days of the reform movement at Prémontré, due to the loss of archives
in connection with the French Revolution. The current formula from the
Constitutions of the Order of 2018, which has been in force since 1970 and
was confirmed in 1995, has been added to this article by way of completion.
To begin with, we see that there is broad consensus and historical continuity
in the formula of profession. From this overview we can observe the follow
differences:

• The promise to amend one’s life (emendatio vitæ), which is probably a
continuation of the vow of conversion (conversio morum meorum), appears
liturgically only in the 14th century and is no longer a part of today’s
Premonstratensian profes-sion formula.
• The explicit mention of poverty (paupertas), which was so important to
the life and work of the young Order, as well as celibate chastity/consecrated
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celibacy (castitas), is found for the first time in the Ordinarius of 1628 – and
namely in the promise of renuntiatio as well as in the profession formula;
the promise of obedience (obœdientia perfecta in Christo), on the other hand,
already exists in the oldest formulas, reason being that in the 12th century the
triad of vows was not yet known (except in the profession formula of the canons
of the Holy Sepulchre); its content, however, is contained in the promises of
obœdientia and stabilitas in loco. The canonical-communal aspect of the three
evangelical counsels is significant, because the bond to a particular church gives
the vows a local concreteness and special emphasis, not least through their
close relation to the altar (cf. professio super altare) and thus to the sacrificial
dimension of religious life (cf. oblatio missæ - oblatio vitæ).
• It was only in the 12th/13th century (and again after Vatican Council II)
that the candidate vows to live his life according to the manner of the apostles
(“secun-dum apostolicam institutionem”); this dimension, which belongs to the
essence of canonical spirituality, is surprisingly not found in any profession
formulas contained in the statutes until the 20th century, the wording of the
formula having been prescribed only since 1234-1236.
• The promise to live according to the rules of the Premonstratensian
Order (“et regularia Præmonstratensis ordinis institute”), which is only found
in the Statutes of 1234-1236, is likewise only found in the reformed formula
of Schlägl from 1598-1608. With good reason, today’s formula takes up the
promise of living accord-ing to the Constitutions (“constitutiones Ordinis
Præmonstratensis“).
• Up until the statutes of 1290, the formula of profession ended with the final
phrase about the prelate and his successors: “quos sanior pars congregationis
canonice elegerit” (additionally in Schlägl); after the 14th century these words
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had be-come: “quos conventus ecclesiæ huius secundum formam ordinis
canonice elegerit vel receperit”, the last two words being added to the statutes
of 1505.
• Only since the Constitutions of 1970 has the promise also been made
before the confreres (“et fratribus“).
Before interpreting each individual part, we should compare the formula of
Schäft-larn with the two versions by Adam Scotus (ca. 1140 - ca. 1212), which

have been handed down in his works 'De ordine' and 'Soliloquia'. Since Adam
Scotus of Dry-burgh was concerned about maintaining good relations with
the mother abbey at Prémontré, the formulas documented by him are of great
importance, because they could be the oldest versions.
At first glance it already becomes clear that the three versions of the profession
formula are almost identical. The following deviations can be determined:
• In addition to a change of ecclesial patrons,
• an additional “secundum“
• and changes in the final formula
• Adam Scotus refines the promise of obedience to the prelate (called pater
and præpositus) by replacing “perfectam” with “usque ad mortem”, referring to
the hymn in Philippians.
• The addition of “hoc” (not in Cod. Germ.) concretizes the promise of
stabilitas in loco that is specific to the Order.
• The difference in regard to the additional “canonice” to the elected prelates
is as insignificant as the replacement of “præfatæ” by “prædictæ”, since it also
appears in the second formula that Adam Scotus handed down in his Soliloquia.
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Explanation of the individual Profession Promises
In addition to the Norbert vitae and Adam Scotus’ fundamental statements,
there are included below some thoughts from a declaration on profession
written by an unknown Premonstratensian from Schussenried in 1656-1666.
It would be a worthwhile undertaking to evaluate further interpretations (e.g.
from speeches and homilies on the occasion of a profession) and to compare
them with the results presented here.
Offering and giving oneself
(“Ego frater N. offerens, trado meipsum“)
After mentioning his own name, there follows the formula of offering and
giving. Because of the missing object, it cannot be decided at first whether
the "offerens" refers to the candidate (in which case a "me" would have to be
added) or to the gifts of bread and wine that were prepared shortly before and
are now placed on the altar over which the candidate reads out his document
of profession (in which case "sacrificium" would have to be written). However,
one could decide - not least because of the second "offero et trado" variant of
Adam Scotus’ profession formula - to regard the first verb as a reinforcement of
the formula of giving. In Scotus’ writings he refers to the sacrifice or dedication
of Jesus Christ, Abel, Abraham and Jacob, and he compares the candidate to
those witnesses of faith:
“For in offering yourself you have not given up,
I say, something that belongs to you, but your very self.”
(“Offerens namque tradidisti, non dico aliquid tuum, sed teipsum“).
Here we are dealing with a holistic, active event (in the sense of an "adsum"),
which the candidate intends to undertake in every facet of his life, implying
thereby to include further promises to live the canonical religious life - such
as the threefold commitments to the evangelical counsels, which are only
explicitly mentioned in the 17th century among the Premonstratensians.
Similarly, the Schussenried explicatio compares profession to a sacrifice: “This
sacrifice is the whole man, likewise also the priest, the altar is the will, the knife
is the renunciation and abandonment of oneself." ("Huius holocausta(!) est totus
homo, sacerdos idem ipse, altare voluntas, culter abdicatio et resignatio sui“).
Giving oneself to a church
(„trado meipsum ecclesiæ N.“)
Just as in the time of St. Augustine, the candidate assigns himself to a
particular church and is thereby enrolled in its canon (hence: canons). By
church - "templum", as the Liber ordinarius of the Order calls it - is meant
first of all the collegiate church itself (more precisely the altar of profession),
in which the canons sing the praises of God and celebrate Mass, which then
becomes the image of the living church of the religious community: All the
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professed are members who form hic et nunc the body of Christ, and who
constitute themselves time and again as the Church. This is also the reason
why, according to this understanding, the profession promises are made not
only into the hands of the prelate (renuntiatio in manus), but primarily made
on the altar of the monastery church (professio super altare). Adam Scotus
has passed on details of rubrics concerning this that are not recorded in the
liturgical formulas themselves:
“Did you not, after having spoken these words, place your head up-on the
altar, and offer upon (the altar) the charter on which these words were written,
thus leaving upon the altar your offering?” (“Nonne cum hæc verba protulisti,
caput super altare posuisti, et chartam, in qua scripta erant, super altare obtulisti
et oblatam in eo dimisisti?”).
Thus, the celebration of a profession first of all has to do with the church
to which the candidates joined themselves through the actions of words and
symbols. At first, only the saints to whom the church was consecrated were
mentioned in the formula (e.g. "trado meipsum ecclesiæ sancti Dyonisii"), and
later the name of the place was added - not least because of the problem that
most churches (not only of the Premonstratensian Order) were/are consecrated
to Mary. At times there were difficulties in tracing the development of lineage,
which we can prove using Prémontré as an example: The first chapel at the
founding place of the reform movement, which was probably built of wood
and was consecrated to John the Baptist, was located near the ponds. This was
soon replaced by a new stone chapel, which lay at the foot of the mountains
(for the change of location, cf. the vision of the Cross in the Vita Norberti),
and whose foundation stone was laid by Bishop Bartholomew of Laon in July,
1121. On 28 April, 1122, the bishops of Laon and Sois-sons consecrated this
chapel (and renewed the blessing on 18 November, 1122) to Mary and John,
and, in my opinion, it was in that building where the first profes-sions took
place at Christmas, 1121. A few years later (on 16 February, 1126) Norbert
had his 'foundation' confirmed by Pope Honorius II, but only under the
patronage of the Mother of God; since he himself was in Rome, the wording
in the salutation "ecclesiæ sanctæ Mariæ" cannot be a coincidence. Therefore, we
can only speculate on the not unimportant question about which patron (and
thus lord of the church) would have been named at the celebration of the first
profession made at Prémontré.
At the end of this reflection on the formula of dedication, we must not leave
un-considered the aspect of theocentricity. In the Schussenried declaration
of profession it says: “To dedicate oneself to a church or monastery means
nothing other than to dedicate oneself to God for his service in that monastery.”
("Tradere se alicui ecclesiæ seu monasterio, nihil aliud est, quam tradere se deo
ad serviendum illi(?) in tali cœnobio"). This applies not only to monks who
make their profession expressly "coram deo," but also to canons. Adam Scotus
expresses this through the profession formula in his Soliloquia: "trado meipsum
ecclesiæ dei“.
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Conversion of Life
(„conversio morum meorum (et emendationem vitæ)“
The sentiments behind the first actual promise ("et promitto") are taken up
in the words accompanying the clothing in the religious habit: The candidate
is to become a new person who - like the apostles - lives in community and
poverty. Conversion and renewal of life are not only singular events celebrating
the beginning of religious life or profession (symbolized by the change of
garments), but they in-volve a lifelong process, because conversio morum
and emendatio vitæ are ultimately concerned with the coherence between the
external and the internal:
“Because, after all, the complete conversion of your life, which you
have promised, consists of this: that you appear peaceful in your external conduct before men, and that in your inner thoughts you may
be honest before God.” (“In his siquidem plena morum tuorum, quam promisisti,
conversio consistit, si et coram hominibus placidus appares in conversatione externa,
et coram deo rectus in intentione interna.“).
St. Norbert himself indicated to the Premonstratensians, both through the
story of his conversion story as well as his further life, the great importance of
conversio morum/emendatio vitæ, because all his life he had wanted to follow
the words of the Gospel and, like the apostles, to proclaim the Word of God
unhindered, for which he received permission from Pope Gelasius II (in
the winter of 1118) and Callixtus II (in October 1119). In contrast to the
Premonstratensian conversio morum, the Rule of St. Benedict states "promittat
de ... conversatione morum suorum," meaning by this the monk’s change of heart
and monastic way of life by observing the Rule. The Schussenried profession
declaration is about converting “from sin to grace, or else from grace to virtue,
or from virtue to virtue (cf. Ps 84(83):8)” ("a peccato ad gratiam, altera a gratia
ad virtutem seu a virtute ad virtutem") – this lifelong process also in-cludes a
demeanour towards poverty and celibate chastity/consecrated celibacy.
Stability of place
(„stabilitas in loco“)
The promise of stability in place is a further unfolding of the dedication
formula. This was important at the time of the foundation of the Order, because
there were numerous canons and monks who wanted to change to another
Order, which understandably led to tensions - to such an extent that Pope
Innocent III had to intervene on various occasions. For Premonstratensians,
stability does not mean the same as it does for monks: the Rule of St. Benedict
requires the promise of stability/perseverance in community - "stabilitas in
congregatione" or "stabilitatis suæ perseverantia." Stability in place ("stabilitas in
loco"), on the other hand, appears only with and after Benedict of Aniane (c.
750-821) and flows from then on into the Premonstratensian Order. The first
time this explicit phrase occurs in history is in the Premonstratensian formula
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of profession, and it emphasizes the importance of belonging to a church (cf.
the extended formulation in Adam Scotus’ Soliloquia: "in hoc loco"). Another
difference with the Benedictine Rule is the ordering of the individual parts of
the profession promises: in the Premonstratensian Order, the candidate vows
stabilitas in loco only after conversio morum, whereas in the monastic tradition
profession begins with the vow of stability. Adam Scotus parallels the previous
promises with the following:
“First you promised to surrender yourself, secondly, to convert your life, and
thirdly, you promised stability in place. In similar fashion did you mentioned
first the Gospel of Christ, secondly a life after the manner of the apostles, and
thirdly the canonical rule of St. Augustine.” (“Primo teipsum tradidisti, secundo
conversionem morum tuorum, tertio quoque stabilitatem in loco promisisti.
Similiter primo de evangelio Christi, secundo de apostolica institutione, ac tertio
de canonica regula beati Augustini mentionem fecisti.“).
This is stated in similar fashion in the Schussenried profession declaration:
"If the conversion of our perverse and disordered life is to be lasting, rightly
should it be connected to stability in place.” (“Cum morum nostrorum
perversorum ac inordinatorum conversio perpetua esse debeat, recte coniungitur
stabilitas in loco“).
Promise to live according to the Gospel and the apostolic way of life
(„secundum evangelium Christi et apostolicam instututionem“)
The significance of the Gospel as the standard norm (also) of the
Premonstratensians is already made clear in the vitae of St. Norbert: the story
of his conversion, especially his radical renunciation of all property (including
the canonry in Xanten) after the Synod of Fritzlar (1118), and the renunciation
before Pope Gelasius II (Nov. 1118) of ecclesiastical honorary positions, all
point to the great trust the itinerant preacher Norbert (pauper Christi) had in
divine providence. From then on he wanted to “follow the holy scriptures and
have Christ as his guide” ("scripturas divinas sequi et Christum ducem habere") as
well as to “live purely according to the Gospel and the teachings of the apostles,
according to the best of his knowledge” ("secundum saniorem intellectum pure
evangelica et apostolica vita ... vivere") and with papal permission to be able
to proclaim the word of God and to preach ("ad prædicandum verbum dei").
This becomes even more concrete in the gathering of the com-panions and
the first profession at Prémontré, where Norbert has in mind the ideal of the
apostles gathered around Christ and Mary, the apostolica institutio, which
Adam Scotus describes thus:
“a total rejection of earthly goods, communal sharing of temporal goods ...;
equal and legitimate allocation of these goods among themselves - according
to the needs of each brother; finally, har-mony in unity and unity in harmony
of minds.” (“plena abiectio ter-renorum, socialis communio rerum temporalium
..., æqua et competens earumdem inter eos divisio, iuxta necessitates singulorum,
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concors denique vicissim unitas et una concordia animorum.”)
The strong emphasis on the renuntiatio of property in the vita communis of
a community of canons regular of the Gregorian reform can be understood, on
the one hand, as a distinguishing feature of canons following the Aachen Rule,
and, on the other hand, as the distinguishing mark of the first Christians, who
- because of their large numbers - probably did not live together under one
roof (cf. Acts 2:43-47). To the material poverty of the first Premonstratensians
is added their austere life, which was manifested in communal work and in
their simple religious habit. Through these expressions, it is clear that their
intention was to imitate as closely as possible the life of Jesus/the early Church
of Jerusalem, in order also to be able to share in his/her glory.
The metaphysical aspect of a canonical community is repræsentatio collegii
apostolorum (numbering 12 in new foundations), which in the vitae is
indicated by the incident of the thieving Englishman, the 'Judas' among the
twelve novices (cf. Vita A, n. 12, similarly Vita B, ch. 10). Like the twelve
apostles and the first Christians, the canons who had bound themselves to a
community through profession were to be of “one heart and soul” (Acts 4:32),
as is developed in the declaration of admission to the community.
To live according to the Rule of St. Augustine
(„secundum canonicam regulam beati Augustini“)
Even though the profession promises of conversio morum and stabilitas
in loco lie close to the monastic life and the Benedictine Rule, St. Norbert
nonetheless chose this for his community because it allowed him to remain
faithful to both his first vocation (as a cleric) and his vision of a vita communis
according to the Gospel. For his community, Norbert opted for the canonical
movement of the ordo novus and therefore also for the stricter version of
the Rule of St. Augustine, the ordo monasterii, thus following the example
of Springiersbach (and later also Arrouaise and Klosterrath) and likely under
monastic or Cistercian influence. It is my opinion that in those first years this
version of the Rule was used at professions. St. Augustine was seen as the best
interpreter of the apostolic life (vita apostolica). Norbert himself, the founder
of the Order, (cf. Vita A, ch. 12), when faced with disputes about the Rule,
admonishes “that without a structure of life and without a rule and without the
instruction of the Fathers, the apostolic and evangelical precepts could not be
completely observed.” (“sine ordine et sine regula et sine patrum institutionibus
ad integrum non posse observari apostolica et evangelica mandata.“).
Promise of obedience to the legitimately elected prelate/his successors,
who were elected by the sanior pars of the religious community
(„promitto obœdientiam perfectam in Christo domno N., præfatæ ecclesiæ
præposito“)
In the promise of obedience (obœdientia), which basically includes - like the
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formulas of offering and dedication - the entire religious life (thus also poverty
and chastity/consecrated celibacy), the superior is called "provost", which
indicates at least that the formula does not originate from Prémontré itself,
where since the time of Hugh of Fosses, who was Norbert’s successor and first
abbot of Prémontré, the abbots (general) had been in charge. The addition of
"perfectam" or "usque ad mortem" indicates the lifelong commitment of the
professed "in Christo", which Adam Scotus explains:
“And since you must not obey your prelate in any matter that
goes contrary to God, you must therefore add, in Christo.” (“Et quia
nullam in his, quæ contra deum sunt, prælato tuo obœdientiam debes,
ideo adiungis: in Christo.“).
This is formulated even more clearly in the Schussenried declaration of
profession, which says, referring back to the professio super altare: “and so they
consecrate themselves, in and for themselves alone, primarily to God, and only
secondarily to the prelate as God’s representative.” ("Sicque vovent primario et
per se soli deo, et tunc secundario prælato, tamquam dei vicario.“).
The final formula ("et successoribus eius, quos sanior pars congregationis
canonice elegerit"), which derives from the Rule of St. Benedict, applies to
all forms of ecclesiastical elections and it emphasizes the concern the first
Premonstratensians had to protect their elections from attacks (from outside),
bearing in mind that most monasteries of the Premonstratensian Order were
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not exempt at that time. The expression sanior pars, which is difficult to
translate, and which also appears in the vitae at the election of Pope Callixtus
II on 2 February, 1119, attained the rank of a rule of law, even though it had
appeared earlier at the III Lateran Council (1179). But the problem remains:
which faction is the more “prudent” and thus “better” in a vote or election per
scrutinium? Adam Scotus gives his opinion:
“If you ask which part of the community is to be considered the better,
then I would opine that the numerically greater part is not always the best/
sensible, but rather it is that part which is characterized by knowledge of truth,
love of virtue and prudent rectitude, even though it may have been granted
the smaller (number of votes). For this spiritual and true reason, the heart
recognizes what is true, loves what is good, and in both wants to please only
the One who is the highest truth and goodness.” (”Quod si quæritis, quænam
sit æstimanda sanior pars esse congregationis, ego quidem non puto partem semper
numerosiorem esse saniorem, sed illam potius, quam etsi paucitas reddit modicam,
cognitio tamen veritatis, amor virtutis et rectitude intentionis exhibet sanam.
Hæc namque spiritualis et vera cordis sanitas est: quod verum est cognoscere, quod
bonum est diligere, et in utroque illi soli, qui summa veritas et bonitas est, velle
placere.“).
One can clearly see that any understanding of democracy is still
lacking here, because the sanior pars could, for instance, in an election
official’s view be made up only of two confreres, while he would
consider the other ten to be less noteworthy.
It should be added that after Vatican Council II, within the framework
of the internal reevaluation of “Communio” as a constitutive theological and
spiritual foundation of Premonstratensian life and work, the General Chapter
of 1970 added the words "et fratribus" to the end of the profession formula.
Comparing the Profession Formula
to other canonical traditions
This next step is a comparison of the Premonstratensian profession
formula to those of other canonical traditions, namely, to those of Klosterrath
and St-Ruf (and thus also Marbach:
The following observations result from a textual comparison of the traditions
of Prémontré to those of the canons of Klosterrath and St-Ruf (Marbach):
• The Klosterrath profession formula sees the act of making profession even
more explicitly in connection with the preparation of the gifts ("offerens, trado
meipsum cum his oblationibus"); likewise the altar on which the profession is
made comes more clearly into view ("ad servitium huic ecclesiæ et altari...“).
• In Klosterrath, St-Ruf and Marbach the canons make their promises
explicitly before God ("promitto deo omnipotenti"/"offerens, trado meipsum deo").
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In the first-mentioned tradition, the celebration takes place in the presence of
the confreres and the people ("in præsentia cleri et populi"), which corresponds

to the canonical tradition of public worship.
• While the vow of stabilitas in loco is missing in St-Ruf and Marbach,
it is broadly developed in Klosterrath ("Promitto etiam stabilitatem huic loco,
donec necessaria animæ et corporis ullo modo habere potero, nec alicuius levitatis
instinctu vel quasi dis-trictioris religionis obtenu hunc habitum mutabo vel hoc
claustrum exibo"). Further-more, all two/three examined formulas lack the
promises of 'conversion of life' (conversio morum meorum) and 'life according to
the Gospel/the apostolic way of life' (secundum evangelium Christi/apostolicam
institutionem). Yet for canons regular, however, these moments are tenets of
their religious life.
• In St-Ruf and Marbach, ‘following the Rule of St. Augustine’ is inserted
in the promise of obedience to the abbot (already mentioned earlier).
• The formula from Klosterrath concludes with an eschatological outlook
("ut a domino centuplum recipiam et vitam æternam“).
In principle, there is agreement on important passages, but this is not
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sufficient to be able to speak of a common tradition of formulas.

In conclusion, we will also look at the monastic tradition (Cîteaux and
Cluny):
One notes here the following observations:
• One can see here, even more clearly than in the above comparison, a
number of differences between the traditions: the elements of offering and
surrendering oneself to a church, a life according to the Gospel and in the
manner of the apos-tles, as well as the promise of obedience, even to the (duly
elected) successors of the abbot, are all missing from the medieval monastic
sources.
• Modifications are found in the order of the elements of conversion of life
(here, unlike in the Rule of St. Benedict, it says "conversionem") and stability
(with the addition of "meam/monachi"), as well as the statements about the
candidate, the Rule, and obedience, which in the case of monks becomes
"secundum regulam sancti Benedicti" before God, or more precisely, before
Christ, and before the saints of the church in the presence of the abbot ("in
præsentia domni N. abbatis“).
• The promise "coram deo et sanctis eius", in whose honour the abbey church
was built ("constructum in honore"), does not correspond to the "offerens, trado
meipsum ecclesiæ N.", because here it is not about an act of dedicating oneself
to a church, but about those to whom the profession is addressed.
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Even where some passages of the Schäftlarn Codex on Prémontré's
celebrations of incorporation may coincide with Cîteaux, the formula of
profession had different roots, or it may have been partly restructured.
”The Ecclesial Spirituality” of the Premonstratensians
It has always been difficult trying to put a living spirituality into words.
During the individual periods of the history of both the Church and the Order,
there have been many attempts at reformation, and various theological concepts
have arisen. To this effect, and representative for the Premonstratensians, are
Anselm of Havelberg (+ 1158), Philip of Harvengt (+ 1183), Adam Scotus (+
1212), Jakob Pan-hausen (+ 1582), the reform of Lorraine under Servais De
Lairvelz (+ 1631), Petrus De Waghenare (+ 1662), Hieronymus Hirnheim
(+ 1679) and Friedrich Herlet (+ 1718) as well as the statutes of 1630. In the
face of historical and internal Church processes of change, attempts were made
time and again to revise the traditional patrimony. At this point, there is no
need to give a historical outline because both Bernard Ardura and DominiqueMarie Dauzet have provided clear descriptions of the history and spirituality
of the Premonstratensians.
We must, therefore, in what follows pursue the question of the original
proprium of the canons regular, and specifically the Premonstratensians,
because in the 12th century (and not only then), every reform movement, or
rather every Order, strove for a distinctive profile that made it recognizable and
identifiable.
To complement the presentation on the celebration of elements of spirituality
that have arisen within the framework my dissertation, we will now present a
different approach to the question of the identity of the Premonstratensians.
Religious life is not about a candidate needing to fulfil a more or less complete
list of obligations, even when the analysis of some texts such as the formula
of profession could give that impression, but it is about converting one’s life
towards God and neighbour, which must continually be renewed, and namely,
in, with, for, and as a concrete church: "Ego ... offerens, trado meipsum ecclesiæ
N." From this point on, the beginning of the canonical profession formula
indicates the basic coordinates within which the question of the identity of the
Premonstratensian Order operates. This Order (like that of all canons regular)
feels itself obliged to be, first and foremost, the heirs of St. Augustine, who is as Philip of Harvengt says, “the splendour and model ... mirror and rule of our
Order” ("decus et forma ... speculum et regula nostræ religionis“).
It is the task of every Christian to cultivate intensively the spiritual life
(contemplatio), and this is especially true of canons regular, as their name
indicates (canons: 'domini de choro'): apart from private contemplation (lectio
divina) and the daily capitulum, they pray communally and publicly in the
choir of a particular, richly appointed church, which stood in contrast to
other conventual buildings of the Middle Ages (more precisely: after 1200),
always trusting in God’s presence in their midst. As followers of the great
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reform movement of the vita apostolica, the fathers of the Order, Norbert and
especially Hugh, placed great value on the spiritual aspirations and prayers
of the Church, which occupied a prominent place in the life of the young
community at Prémontré. In that sense, Premonstratensian spirituality can
primarily be seen as ecclesialliturgical, to the extent that liturgy (along with
martyrdom and diaconia) shapes the rhythm of daily life of a particular canonry.
In contrast to the monks, for whom the community’s abbey
church serves as a place of worship or as a place of pilgrimage richly
endowed with relics (hence Cîteaux's profession formula: "coram deo
et sanctis eius, quorum reliquiæ hic habentur"), a Premonstratensian professed
community forms itself around the altar of a church (cf. the Pauline image of
the house of living stones: 1 Pet 2:5) in order to serve it, thereby itself becoming
at the same time ecclesia. The individual canonry (or more precisely: its clergy)
thus represents the origin of the Ecclesia, the circle of twelve apostles, who, as
first signs of the renewed Israel, are the primary witnesses of the resurrection
and the foundations of the developing universal Church. This is beau-tifully
expressed in a miniature from Johannes Leisentrit’s hymnal: At Pentecost, the
moment of the Church’s birth, the apostles (without the Mother of God) form
the living, supporting pillars of the Ecclesia in its entirety; likewise, all those
who live "secundum evangelium et apostolicam institutionem" are to become
witnesses of Christ as an ‘ecclesia in miniature’.
Could the comparison made by the chroniclers of Petershausen after 1120
be correct in suggesting that the monks who lived in seclusion had adopted as
their own the concerns of the early Christian community of the Resurrection,
whereas the canons regular, who preached and were concerned with pastoral

care, represented more the Church at Pentecost? Taken symbolically (according
to Gerhoch of Reichersberg), the apostle John stood for the monastic life,
while Peter, as teacher and shepherd, represented the canonical way of life.
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This idea coincides only slightly with the textual analysis of my study,
because both preaching and Peter, leader of the apostles, do not appear (and
will unfortunately pass unnoticed in this short article) in the orations, such as
the profession promises, but rather there is: distancing oneself from the world,
goods held in common, the paschal character of the white religious habit
and - in the prayer "Deus, amator castitatis et auctor" adopted from Marbach
(and taken up in the formulas since 1128-1236) – there is John as a model of
monastic chastity; there were also numerous other texts of the celebration of
incorporation that were taken from mo-nastic traditions. If one adds further
observations - for example, Norbert’s search for a suitable way of life and rule, his
decision in favour of the ordo monasterii in-cluding problems of interpretation,
and the woollen habit - it becomes clear that Prémontré's reform movement,
through its (initial) integration of some elementa monastica, was not purely
canonical in character. On the contrary, one can speak of an open concept that
defies easy classification. It was only by adapting the pastoral requirements at
Magdeburg and many other places, as well as theologically strengthening its
vision, that the canonical-clerical character of the Order would emerge more
clearly. When one examines this development, drawn up here in just a few
lines, one might form the opinion that a merely partial apostolicity would not
apply to the early period of Prémontré in particular, because through its legal
as well as its spiritual conception it possessed a high degree of apostolicity,
and therefore also of ecclesiasticism. This is expressed by Anselm of Havelberg
when he points to Peter and John (referring to Jn 20:3-10, with apologetic
intent) as the models for Premonstratensian canons and monks:
“In our monasteries the two orders of canons and monks, John
and Peter, run concurrently, as long as unlearned men are converted
to us from the lay state, who then leave everything to take upon
them-selves the yoke of Christ.... And also, where the true priestly author-ity
embodied in Peter and the monastic holiness symbolized by John are united
in one community or in one person, such communal walk-ing together will
undoubtedly promote the praise and glory of God, and it will become the
salvation of many imitators.” (”in nostris cœnobiis hi duo ordines canonicorum
scilicet et monachorum, Ioannes et Petrus, simul currunt, dum apud nos ex laicali
conversatione homines illit-erati, relictis omnibus, iugum Christi suscepturi
convertuntur ... Et revera, ubi sacerdotalis auctoritas, quæ in Petro intelligitur, et
monastica sanctitas, quæ per Ioannem significatur, sive in una congregatione, sive
in una persona iuncta sunt, talis coambulatio sine dubio ad laudem et gloriam dei
proficiet, multisque imitatoribus erit in salutem.“)
Finally: Premonstratensians, while having their own characteristics, are
charged, like all Christians, with making the entire redemptive event visible
through their lives: The mystery of the Incarnation was brought to life in
a special way through the first professions on Christmas Day, which event
is especially commemorated in this Jubilee Year “1121-2021: 900 Years of
Premonstratensians”, and by means of the white religious habit and some of
their own liturgical traditions (such as Easter Vespers with the procession to the
baptismal font or the longer kneeling during the Credo) they would become
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witnesses of the Resurrection and, through their canonical mission to preach,
messengers of the Holy Spirit.
The stabilitas in loco a key to understanding Premonstratensian spirituality
To follow the Lord through a life of conversio morum/emendatio vitæ, to
live the common life (communio) from God and towards him (contemplatio),
and to proclaim God’s word to the people (actio), are all aspects that come
together in the Premonstratensian canons (as in other 'ancient' Orders)
through their promise of stability of place - stabilitas in loco – by which each
individual canon is guaranteed support and a home by the canonry. Only in
this way can a community continue to devel-op by having a lively exchange
between young and old, active and sick confreres, at the same time becoming
a place of hospitality for pilgrims and the poor. The stabilitas in loco becomes
a factor for sociological and religious security, and it gives stability to both
the community and the individual, to those people entrusted to it and who
manage its possessions.
At profession, the Premonstratensian vows to commit to a particular church
(ecclesia particularis), which recalls the founding of the Order on Christmas
night. Accord-ing to Emmanuel Gisquière's "Directorium spirituale" (1959),
each canonical pro-fession is about the “definitive inscription into a particular
community, whose cen-tre and symbol is the stone church, which, by its own
stony bulk, points to its un-shakable 'stabilitas' ("definitivam adscriptionem
determinatæ communitati, cuius cen-trum et symbolum est templum lapideum,
ipsa sua mole stabilitatem pollicens immotam"). In the celebration - besides
the promise of stabilitas in loco – this finds its expression in the prelate’s
declaration, the corresponding chants (e.g. Ps. 127:1) and the kiss. In the case
of canons, Gisquière continues, “a church is defined not only by virtue of the
community (living there) as in the case of monks, but also a community is defined by virtue of the church” ("non tam est ecclesia propter communitatem ut
apud monachos, quam communitas propter ecclesiam"); this is substantiated by
Gummarus Van den Broeck in his study "De professione solemni in Ordine
Præmonstratensi. Ritus disquisitio historica et canonica" of 1938 with the
beginning of the formula of profession:
“Monks say: 'trado meipsum in hoc monasterio vel in hac congregatione
...'; canons regular say, on the other hand,: 'trado meipsum ecclesiæ ...' The
reason for this difference is obvious: Canons bind themselves to that church
to which they are committed by the 'officium divinum'; whereas monks, in
contrast, are not ascribed to a church, but they are attached to a monastery,
so that they may attain perfection through a monastic life.” (“monachi dicunt
'trado meipsum in hoc monasterio vel in hac congregatione ...', canonici autem
regulares: 'trado meipsum ecclesiæ ...' Ratio discriminis patet: canonici sese ecclesiæ,
cui per officium divinum ligantur, adstringunt; e contra monachi, qua tales, non
adscribuntur ecclesiæ sed sociantur in monasterio, ut vitam cœnobiticam ducentes,
perfectionem acquirant.“)
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From the Middle Ages and into modern times, the term ecclesia (unlike
today) did not cause any problems. At profession a candidate surrenders
himself to a canon-ry/particular church whose bishop is ultimately the Pope,
as Pius XI emphasized to Hubert Noots (Abbot General 1937-1962):
“You are my Order; for just as bishops have their canons for public prayer
on behalf of their dioceses, so you are my canons, not just for a diocese, but for
the universal Church.” (“Vos estis meus ordo; quemadmodum enim episcopi suos
canonicos habent ad publicam orationem nomine suæ diœcesis fundendam, sic estis
vos mei canonici, non pro una tan-tum diœcesi, sed pro universa ecclesia.“).
It must be added, however, that profession to a particular church of the
Order - which is not an extraterritorial one (that is, not an abbatia nullius
diœceseos), but is within a diocese in which the diocesan bishop has jurisdiction
over the liturgy, administration of the sacraments, and preaching - creates a
special bond with the diocesan Church.
Therefore, when understood correctly, stability in place - the only profession
promise that is praised up to three times (cf. the formulations "offerens [me
eccle-siæ]," "trado meipsum ecclesiæ," and "promitto ... stabilitatem in loco") –
becomes crystal-lised as the only true feature specific to the canonical life and
the heart of the other promises, which gives them the specific character of
the Order, and that is why it has been placed - justifiably - throughout the
centuries at the very beginning of the formula of profession. Thus, Pope John
Paul II's letter "Confessing the faith at the risk of one's life" (May 7, 1993)
does not mention 'communio', 'contemplatio' and 'actio', but rather the promise
of stability in place (along with the evangelical counsels) as a characteristic
of the Premonstratensian Order, which provides the framework for a life
according to the spirit of the evangelica seu apostolica institutio of the holy
Fathers Augustine and Norbert, at the centre of which are choral prayer and
the Eucharist.
It is all the more regrettable that, - apart from the promise of improvement
of life (emendatio vitæ) as a complement to the conversio morum meorum precisely the stabil-itas in loco was deleted from the formula of profession of
the “Order of Premonstratensian Canons Regular” after the Second Vatican
Council…
Sources with all supporting documents for the quotes:
Wolf Gabriel Markus, Trado meipsum ecclesiæ. DieFeiern der Eingliederung
in den Prämonstratenser-Orden als Spiegel prämonstratensischer Spiritualität.
(The Ceremonies of Incorporation into the Premonstratensian Order as a
Mirror of Premonstratensian Spirituality) Windberg 2005 (ISBN: 3-93293195-5).
Available from the author.
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Before discussing news for the Center for Norbertine Studies (CNS) these
past several months, I want to take a moment to congratulate Dr. Rosemary
Sands on her retirement. Dr. Sands served as Director of the CNS from
2018-2021. The CNS flourished under her leadership, offering innovative
programming including the 2019-2020 “Year of Norbertine Women,” a
year-long celebration highlighting the role of women in the Norbertine order.
Dr. Sands also made significant contributions to the study of the history of
Norbertines in Spain. She guided the Center though the initial difficulties of
the COVID closures beginning in March 2020 and served as an inexhaustibly
patient mentor to me as I took the reins as the new Director of the CNS in
January 2021. On behalf of all of us at St. Norbert College, thank you Dr.
Sands for all that you have done. Enjoy your retirement!
The campus of St. Norbert College (SNC) has been much more
subdued than in previous years; many events, including those of the
CNS, have been cancelled or postponed indefinitely. Restrictions
on indoor gatherings have left the quiet spaces of the Mulva Library, which
houses the CNS, even quieter. But quiet does not mean idle; far from it. The
CNS has found creative solutions to work around restrictions by offering
virtual events to the SNC and Norbertine communities. This Spring semester,
the CNS hosted three events. The annual St. Augustine lecture in February
was held as a hybrid event, accommodating both an in-person and online
audience. The event featured Dr. Jennifer Hockenbery, Dean of Humanities
at St. Norbert College, in a lecture entitled: “Obey Your Superior as if She
Were Your Mother! How Augustine’s maternal image of God affected his rule,
his view of women and his hope in community.” As the title suggests, Dr.
Hockenbery’s philology-oriented talk centered on how St. Augustine’s view
of God, truth and wisdom is reflected in the feminine and maternal imagery
in his texts. Dr. Hockenbery then reprised her role as guest-speaker for the
CNS in a March Book Discussion offered exclusively to the SNC community.
This discussion was based on the premise of her new book, Wisdom’s Friendly
Heart: Augustinian Hope for Skeptics and Conspiracy Theorists, and explored
how Augustine’s views on the friendly-hearted nature of truth can help save
us from conspiracy theories and the despair of skepticism. The CNS hosted
one final event in April to promote the launch of Dr. William Hyland’s
new book: Jacob Panhausen: Two Sixteenth-Century Premonstratensian
Treatises on Religious Life. Dr. Hyland’s book is the third installment in the
Premonstratensian Text and Studies Series through Cistercian Publications
and contributes significantly to Norbertine scholarship, particularly for the
critical period of the Protestant Reformation. The CNS book launch event,
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titled “Renewal and Reform in Challenging Times: A Global Conversation on
Jacob Panhausen,” featured an international panel of four premiere Norbertine
scholars—Dr. Carol Neel of Colorado College, Fr. Ambrose Criste of St.
Michael’s Abbey, Fr. Andrew Ciferni of Daylesford Abbey, and Dr. William
Hyland of the University of St. Andrew’s in Scotland—discussing the life and
times of Jacob Panhausen, his treatises in the context of Norbertine charisms,
and the contribution of Dr. Hyland’s book to the broader field of Norbertine
scholarship. Norbertines across the world were invited to attend and participate
in this “Global Conversation.” The result was quite the success, as individuals
in eleven different countries across the Americas, Europe, and Asia were in
attendance. If you missed this event, a recording has been made available on
the CNS website (snc.edu/cns).
Ongoing restrictions on international travel and concerns about the health
and safety of members of the Norbertine communities led to the cancellation
of a planned Global Seminar Course to the Czech Republic in May. This
event was to be a collaborative effort between the CNS and the SNC Honors
Program, in which the directors of the Honor Program and the CNS were to
lead promising first-year Honors students on a two-week study abroad trip
to study the legacy of St. Norbert and visit Norbertine communities in the
Czech Republic and Germany. In place of travel, the CNS has been working
with Honors Students to develop “virtual” trips, in which students research
and develop individualized itineraries and lead the class through the various
sites on their virtual journey. The students have created many novel and
interesting itineraries, and it is likely that several of their ideas will be used
on actual study abroad trips in future semesters. Overall, this collaboration
between the Honors Program and the CNS has proved to be fruitful, as the
two centers have decided to make this arrangement permanent by offering
Norbertine-focused Global Seminars on an annual or biannual basis. As of
early May, a Spring 2022 Global Seminar Course to Great Britain is currently
being reviewed by the College. If accepted, this trip will take Honors Students
across the English countryside to explore Norbertine history and heritage as
we visit various historical abbeys in England and Scotland, including Beeleigh,
Eggleston, Blanchland, and Dryburgh abbeys (to name a few).
A flurry of various other projects and endeavors is proceeding
within the physical and digital walls of the CNS. The Center
continues its function as a global hub for Norbertine studies, aiding
Norbertine scholars locally, nationally, and internationally in their research,
and regularly adding new textual and artistic acquisitions to its collections.
Development of the new premontre.org website nears completion and is ready
(as of early May) to be made live. The CNS is currently in the process of
hiring a web content developer whose role it will be to manage this site for
the worldwide order. The Center has begun initial talks with the Sauk County
Historical Society to have portions of the Gaertner Diaries translated from
German. (The Gaertner Diaries, for those who are unfamiliar, consist of a
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ten-volume collection of the diary written by Rev. Maximilian Gaertner, a
Norbertine priest from Wilten Abbey, who, along with Fr. Adalbert Inama,
traveled to Wisconsin in the mid-19th century to minister to the German
immigrants of the region.) Additionally, two former directors of the CNS, Fr.
Andrew Ciferni and Dr. Rosemary Sands, continue their editorial work on an
English translation of a treatise by the late Fr. Wilfred Grauwen on the life of
St. Norbert from 1126-1134.
And, with one eye ever on the future, planning for the 2021-2022 Academic
Year is well underway; a number of events have already been penciled in on
the calendar, and I continue to explore new ideas every week. As difficult as
this past year has been, it has also taught me so much, and I look to the future
with a sense of optimism. As the world returns to a post-pandemic normalcy,
the CNS is poised to utilize new technologies to facilitate hybrid models of
programming, to engage audiences live and virtual, in-person and around
the world, simultaneously and seamlessly, to disseminate academic research
and scholarship of 900 years of Premonstratensian history and heritage to
an ever more interested world-wide audience, and to steadfastly embrace the
Norbertine adage: Ever Ancient, Ever New.
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On 22 April 1834, Jean-Baptiste L’Écuy, a canon of the Cathedral of
Notre Dame in Paris, breathed his last at ninety-four years of age. His funeral
two days later counted the archbishop of the city among its attendants and
celebrated a respectable career—including a period as the chaplain to Queen
Julie Clary, wife of Napoleon’s brother Joseph Bonaparte, and the tutor of
the royal couple’s children—and a virtuous life—he had directed the proceeds
from his royal appointment to the care of the poor and other charitable
efforts in Paris.1 The canons laid the body of their fellow priest to rest in the
Montparnasse Cemetery—except, that is, for his heart. L’Écuy had stipulated
that this organ, the symbol of the core of one’s being, travel to a location
hundreds of miles away, one that pointed to a life not much less estimable than
that of a royal chaplain in its time and certainly much dearer to the man and
his self-understanding.
The heart of L’Écuy went to and remains at the abbey of Strahov in Prague,
under the body of Norbert of Xanten, an itinerant preacher and reformer of
the twelfth century who founded the religious order to which Strahov and,
once, L’Écuy belonged. The Frenchman had served as abbot of the order’s
motherhouse at Prémontré in northeastern France and, as part and parcel of
this position, the abbot general of the Premonstratensians, or Norbertines. This
order, an established presence in Western and Central Europe for centuries,
lost its central house and nearly its entire existence in the course and wake of
the French Revolution. The enduring shock and crippling severity of this blow
to the order and its members shows clearly in the appendage L’Écuy added to
his signature after his forced departure from Prémontré and its order in 1792,
even up to his death over forty years later: “former abbot of Prémontré.”2
Though largely unknown among religious orders today, the Premonstratensians
for centuries occupied a prominent station in the countries where they resided,
Bernard Ardura, The Order of Prémontré: History and Spirituality, trans. Edward Hagman, O.F.M. Cap., ed.
Roman Vanasse, O. Praem. (De Pere, WI: Paisa Publishing Company, 1995), 373.
2 Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 410.
1
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and their history through the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries provides
a useful miniature for the history of the Catholic Church in Europe during
this era. From relative order and even growth, the Norbertines, along with the
Catholic Church as a whole, would undergo a near-fatal experience of disorder
and loss that, paradoxically, contained the seeds and motivated the pushes for
a transformative renewal and reorder. At the turn of the twentieth century,
both groups had become more organized than at any point in their history,
with clearly defined hierarchies, codified regulations, and administrations
centered in and devoted to Rome. The strong emphasis on a uniform identity
coincided with and furthered a similarly robust stress on an outreach to diverse
populations in educational and missionary endeavors, resulting in a more
global order as part of a more catholic and specifically Roman Catholic church.
This paper will propose and substantiate the following thesis: the
Premonstratensian Order, through its experiences in this period
models the organizational, theological, and pastoral developments
of the wider Catholic Church in “the long nineteenth century.” As a model,
the Norbertine Order concretizes the various abstract ideas—from papal
primacy and infallibility to the emergence of “Catholicism” and a standardized
liturgy—that have formed subjects of debate and study in the Catholic Church
and religious history then and now. This “miniature” history also offers an
accessible entry into the history of European Catholicism in the modern era
before the Second Vatican Council, a history often obscure and intimidating
to non-historians, Catholic and otherwise, born after this momentous event.
Though certainly significant, the Second Vatican Council is, as revealed by
its name, and Catholics today must understand the importance of the First
Vatican Council, as well as its context and its consequences, that the Second
Vatican Council officially closed and to which it responded. The First Vatican
Council effected profound and enduring changes on the Catholic Church,
changes still present today. This paper intends to introduce a broader audience
to the vital importance of “the long nineteenth century” in its time and today
through the lens of the Norbertine Order.
As mentioned above, secondary historical accounts provide the foundation
for this paper. Given the paucity of scholarly research on the Norbertine
Order, Bernard Ardura’s The Order of Prémontré: History and Spirituality
offers the bulk of information presented in the paper. For the history of
the Catholic Church as a whole, this paper will draw on the volumes of the
History of the Church edited by Hubert Jedin and John Dolan focused on
the modern era, John O’Malley’s Vatican I, and other scholarly accounts.
By way of clarification, this paper will use “Church” as shorthand to denote
the institutional Roman Catholic Church and “the Order” to denote the
Premonstratensian or Norbertine Order.
Origins and Development
To understand the situation of the Premonstratensians at the start of the
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French Revolution, this paper will first provide a brief overview of the Order’s
founding and history up to 1789. Born around 1175 in Xanten along the
western bank of the Rhine in the district of Wesel, Norbert led a relatively
comfortable life as a subdeacon in his home and as a chaplain and counselor to
Holy Roman Emperor Henry V in Cologne until a conversion in his middle
age, portrayed as similar to that of Paul on the road to Damascus.3 After this
literal lightning-bolt moment, Norbert dedicated himself to a life of itinerant
preaching for penance and conversion as part of the wider movement of
reform in Christianity that Pope Gregory VII and Bernard of Clairvaux had
nurtured in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. By the spring of 1120, Norbert
had settled in the valley of Prémontré and attracted various men and women
who shared his vision. On Christmas Day of 1121, he officially established a
permanent religious community, based on the Rule of Augustine, of canons
dedicated to both an ascetic common life and priestly ministry.4 Women and
laymen would find roles in the Second and Third Orders, respectively.
The new religious order spread rapidly from its center and namesake in
Prémontré. The organization and maintenance of the Norbertines’ growth
through Western and Central Europe owed much to the efforts of Hugh of
Fosse, the first disciple of Norbert, first abbot of Prémontré, and first abbot
general of the Order, a post he would hold for thirty-six years.5 The men
and women of the Order settled most often in isolated rural areas and sought
self-sufficiency. However, they gained notoriety for their hospitality toward
travelers and refugees and their connections with the petty aristocracy that
supported the growth of male and female religious orders in general from the
twelfth through fourteenth centuries. While growth slowed and stagnated
starting in the mid-fourteenth century,6 the Premonstratensians firmly
established themselves from Spain to Transylvania and reached even Scotland
and Jerusalem at their greatest extent. By the late eighteenth century, the Order
could look forward with relative optimism.
The Gallican Era
In the late eighteenth century, the Catholic Church and the Norbertine
Order as part of it confronted mounting criticism throughout much of Europe
but still enjoyed many privileges. The Enlightenment had raised many voices
of opposition to the Church, including the state support of religious orders,
particularly contemplative communities. Voltaire opined that a monk did
nothing from a living “except to bind himself by an inviolable oath to be a
slave and a fool and to live at the expense of other people,” a complaint lodged
by many laypeople and even secular priests who sought monastic reform,
3

Vita Norberti A, I.4, 14th-century manuscript, trans. and ed. Theodore Antry, O. Praem., The Order of Prémontré, 1990, accessed
May 2, 2019, http://www.premontre.org/chapter/02-chapters-1-11-1567.html.
4
Center for Norbertine Studies, “Who is Norbert of Xanten?” St. Norbert College, accessed May 2, 2019, https://www.snc.edu/cns/
norbertofxanten/.
5
Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 39, 41.
6
Martin Carver, ed. In Search of Cult: Archaeological Investigations in Honour of Philip Rahtz, (Rochester: Boydell Press, 1993),
156.
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though rarely anything as serious as annihilation.7 After all, rulers, philosophes,
and commoners recognized the indispensable role of many religious orders
in providing nearly all of the health care and education, both for the poor
and the privileged, in Europe. The Premonstratensian canons fell somewhere
between these two ends of the monastic spectrum in the early modern era.
At its foundation in the Middle Ages, the Order had dedicated itself to
running hospices for the poor, sick, and travelers in the areas surrounding
its relatively isolated houses.8 By the seventeenth and eighteenth century,
the hospices had largely fallen out of use. The Order maintained its other
founding focus, active ministry in churches attached to or nearby its abbeys
and observance of the Daily Office in these abbeys, while numerous new orders
that developed in these eras, in particular in France, took on the care of the
sick and the poor in the increasingly urbanized landscape of Europe.9 They,
like the Premonstratensians, operated on a decentralized model common to
the Catholic Church in the Enlightenment.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the pope in Rome provided the
final seal of approval or rejection to matters of doctrine and discipline, but the
bishops exercised real control over religious issues in their respective states. These
national Churches functioned in close alliance with and, in the two centuries
preceding the French Revolution, increasing subservience to the state, with the
aim of keeping society ordered and loyal to the ruler. In France, Spain, and
the Austrian Empire during this period, the king exercised more control over
the bishops, the religious orders, and the general course of the Church in their
domains than did the pope, as exemplified in the 1682 Declaration of the Clergy
of France that defended a specifically Gallican Church.10 Norbertine abbeys all
shared a common heritage and center in Prémontré,but the Order suspended
its international general chapters after 1738 and adopted national chapters
in response to the challenge of Gallicanism.11The church-state relationship of
the Enlightenment certainly constrained the Premonstratensians from greater
international unity, but by no means did it leave them in isolation from or
opposition to the intellectual developments taking place.
As with the Jesuits and other religious orders in the eighteenth century,
the Norbertines did not so much reject the scientific explorations and
advancements of the Enlightenment as participate in them while working to
counteract the anticlericalism common to the secular philosophes. The Order
thus figured into the wider Catholic Enlightenment that aimed “to use the
newest achievements of philosophy and science to defend the essential dogmas
of Catholic Christianity by explaining them in a new language” and “to
reconcile Catholicism with modern culture,” goals the institutional Church
John McManners, Church History Outlines, vol. 4, The French Revolution and the Church, ed. V. H. H. Green, (London,
S.P.C.K., 1969), 9; E. E. Y. Hales, The Catholic Church in the Modern World: A Survey from the French Revolution to the Present
(Garden City, NY: Hanover House, 1958), 35-36.
8
Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 31.
9
Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 21; McManners, The French Revolution and the Church, 7-8.
10
Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 325.
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Gerald A. Craig, The Church and the Age of Reason: 1648-1798 (Grand Rapids: WM. B. Eerdmans, 1960), 24.
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would excoriate in the wake of the French Revolution.12 A few portraits suffice
to substantiate the fact. In Moravia, Procop Diviš of Louka Abbey (b. 1696)
invented a lightning rod in 1754, coming just after Benjamin Franklin; in
Bohemia, Alois Martin David of Teplá (b. 1757) at different points held the
posts of royal astronomer, director of the Royal Observatory of Prague, and
director of the Royal Bohemian Academy of Sciences; L’Écuy himself (b.
1740) contributed a volume to Bassinet’s Sacred History of the Old and New
Testament in 1787 and translated Benjamin Franklin’s writings into French.13
Vocations slowed in the eighteenth century, but the Order still displayed
vitality, particularly in its homeland. In 1766, ninety-two abbeys, concentrated
in northern France, held approximately thirteen hundred Norbertines.14 The
agent of the census, the Commission for Regulars created by Louis XV in
1760, reveals the growing control and pressure exerted by the monarchy on the
Church in France and throughout Europe. Similar maneuvers would nearly
cause the death of the Order in Austria.
Even before the unforeseen calamities of the French Revolution,
the Premonstratensians experienced an almost total collapse in the
Austrian Empire due to the actions of Joseph II. From 1782 to 1783,
as part of his campaign of “Josephinism” to bring the Church firmly into line
with Enlightenment ideals and under his thumb, the emperor issued a series
of edicts that suppressed hundreds of monasteries, confiscated their wealth,
and used it to create new parishes and ecclesial institutions closely controlled
by the state.15 Joseph especially targeted contemplative houses like those of
Norbertine women, but even the houses of the canons, active in parishes, were
not safe. Already cut off from contact with Prémontré in 1780, the Bohemian
and Moravian circaries of the Order had disappeared by 1781, while after 1782
only three abbeys—Geras, Schlagl, and Wilten—survived in Austria.16 The
Norbertine abbeys in Belgium and the Netherlands also fell under the scope
and threat of the Josephinist policies. The rapid and strict enforcement of the
emperor’s edicts in these regions ignited the Brabant Revolution of 1789, a
chaotic period that provided the Order with a brief sample of the storm to
come from France.17
Revolution and Dissolution
The tangled and far-reaching consequences of the French Revolution on
the Norbertines and the Catholic Church cannot be adequately discussed in
the span of this paper. Therefore, only the most direct consequences for the
Order will come into consideration. The Constituent Assembly approved an
inventory of Church property, instituted government stipends for priests,
dissolved religious orders, forbade male religious from remaining together
12

Ulrich L. Lehner, The Catholic Enlightenment: The Forgotten History of a Global Movement (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
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Ardura, The Order of Prémontré, 340-342, 370.
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in their original houses, and, on 12 July 1790, instituted the Constitutional
(state-run) Church through the Civil Constitution on the Clergy.18 These
measures naturally included the male and female houses of the Order. All were
suppressed and confiscated by the government; Abbot L’Écuy was forced to
leave his palace at Prémontré on 1 November 1790, though the government
did allow him to retain its furniture in recognition of “his zeal for the public
good and for his patriotism.”19 In the course of the Revolution, the canons
of the Order would face the choices of collaboration, resistance, exile, hiding,
imprisonment, and death that confronted other religious men and women
of France. Many in the Order refused to leave their houses until compelled
to do so by the government, including those of Prémontré until June 1791.
After the decree of deportation issued in August 1792, one hundred eighty-six
Norbertines—one in six of the French circary—went into exile.20 The most
severe trials occurred from the summer of 1793 through that of 1794. Though
persecution remained after this period, it marked the zenith of the Terror,
both political and ecclesial.21 In the course of 1794, fourteen Norbertines
died through execution or in forced exile in Guyana or off France’s coast; up
to 1800, ninety-one were imprisoned.22 When the Revolution spread beyond
France’s borders, the Order suffered similarly grave consequences.
The Brabant Revolution had already weakened the structure of religious
orders in the Austrian Netherlands (Belgium) when, in 1794, Revolutionary
troops swept into the region. The French forces enacted the same policies
against the Church as in France. Between 1796 and 1797, the new government
suppressed the Premonstratensian abbeys in Belgium, confiscated their
property, and destroyed their buildings, leaving the churches intact only if
they functioned as parish churches.23 Napoleon’s rise to power did little to
improve the situation. The Treaty of Lunéville in 1801 brought the southern
(Dutch) Netherlands and the left bank of the Rhine under formal French
control, resulting in the same pattern of dissolution for the Order in these
areas.24 The Concordat issued by Napoleon that same year after negotiations
with Pius VII brought little good news to religious orders like the Norbertines.
Although it saved the Church by returning it to a relatively stable and statesupported (and -monitored) role in French territory, the document did not
mention monastic orders whatsoever. This silence allowed for the founding
of new religious orders but left those extant before the Revolution, like the
Premonstratensians, without official sanction to return to their houses and
reestablish themselves.25 For the next three decades, the situation of the Order
18
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remained grim. All ninety-two of the French houses remained virtually empty,
and, while Norbertine houses remained in Austria and Spain, they functioned
essentially in independence from each other and the Order as a whole. Just as
the Belgian houses began to reestablish themselves, the Spanish houses also
disappeared.26
The Spanish circary of the Premonstratensians had operated
independently of the rest of the Order nearly since its establishment
there in the sixteenth century. The trend of Gallicanism present
in France and Austria manifested here in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, as well, with Philip V recognizing the total independence of the
Spanish Norbertines from any foreign authority, whether that of Prémontré
or the pope, in his confirmation of their privileges from the state.27 The
dangers of the close connection between the Church and the early modern
state became realities when Joseph Bonaparte took control of Spain in 1809
thanks to his brother Napoleon. At Joseph’s order, the state suppressed all male
religious orders and confiscated their wealth. The Restoration that did little
for the Order in the rest of Europe actually benefited it in Spain. The brief
occupancy of the French that Spaniards by and large resisted from the start
resulted in the complete reestablishment of the monarchy and its relationship
with the Church in 1814, including the return of religious orders’ property.28
The Restoration would last in Spain for even less time than in other European
states, however. Liberal elements overthrew Ferdinand VII in 1820 and again
suppressed monasteries, only to have a French army overthrow them, return
Ferdinand to the throne, and again restore monasteries.29 This pattern of
chaotic vacillation between conservative and liberal regimes would last for
the next century, but the Order would not survive long in it. Another liberal
government passed another series of suppression laws in 1835 that specifically
included the dissolution of houses of canons regular and nuns, a crippling
blow for both male and female Norbertines.30 The First Order came to an end
in Spain, and only two houses of the Second Order would survive into the
twentieth century. The Order as a whole would find hope and revitalization in
Belgium and the growing authority of the papacy.
Renewal in an Ultramontane Church
Constrained by Josephinism in the Austrian Empire and almost obliterated
by the French Revolution, the Premonstratensians, even more than the
institutional Catholic Church, faced a high likelihood of collapse in 1800.
This danger persisted for the Order through the Concordat of 1801 and the
Restoration of 1815 that enabled the rest of the Church to rebuild. In 1830,
revolution established a liberal and independent government in Belgium that
26
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allied with the episcopacy there, an “antithesis” position the papacy accepted
with resignation and distaste yet also the means for the Norbertines there to
reestablish themselves and the Order.31 All five communities reopened in the
decade after the Belgian Revolution, and each restored the position of abbot by
1872.32 That year, Pius IX confirmed the full restoration of the Brabant circary
of the Order, showing the move of the Order toward greater international
cohesion and obedience to Rome in a reflection of the tack of the entire Church
in the nineteenth century. The increase in papal power was already evident in
December 1851, when Pius had directed the apostolic nuncio in Brussels to
oversee the renewal of monastic life in Belgium.33 Four years later, the papacy
would again play a key role in the efforts to restore the Premonstratensians, this
time in France.
In August 1856, Norbertines returned to Prémontré. A year earlier, Bishop
Cardon de Garsignies of Soissons had purchased the property and invited
canons of the Order in Belgium to live there; with the permission of the
apostolic nuncio, they readily accepted the offer.34 Their expectations did not
match the reality that awaited them, however. Religious orders continued to
provide much of the health care and education in France in the nineteenth
century. These social services gave a valuable sphere of influence over which
the Church increasingly came into tension with the government and also
prompted a flourishing of new orders dedicated to teaching and care for the
sick and poor.35 De Garsignies wanted the Norbertines to contribute to these
efforts by running an orphanage at their motherhouse.36 Such activity went
against centuries of Premonstratensian ministry in parishes and dampened the
Norbertines’ enthusiasm.
The presence of Edmond Boulbon, a former Trappist installed by de
Garsignies as a Norbertine without the knowledge of the Belgian houses, further
complicated matters. Boulbon desired a “Primitive Observance of Prémontré”
that would follow the Roman rather than Norbertine Rite for the Mass, a turn to
“tradition”—and Rome—like that Prosper Guéranger had realized at the abbey
of Solesmes and now, as a consultant to the Congregation of Rites, advocated
for the entire Church with explicit papal support.37 Though beneficiaries and
supporters of papal authority, the Belgian Norbertines criticized de Garsignies
and opposed Boulbon. Boulbon left Prémontré in 1856; the Belgians did so in
1857; and the motherhouse was sold in 1861.38 Other efforts at restoration of
the Order in France would prove more successful.
Boulbon’s departure from Prémontré did not end his project of liturgical
reform or his membership in the Order. Only a few weeks after leaving, he met
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with Pius IX, who, eager for the return of ancient religious orders in Europe
in more direct obedience to Rome, gave Boulbon permission to admit and
invest men into the Order according to his Primitive Observance.39 In April
1858, he established a house at Frigolet in southern France that would quickly
flourish. Made by Pius an abbey in 1869 and by Boulbon a home for the
music of Palestrina in vogue among ultramontanists, Frigolet remained an
independent branch of the Order until 1898, a sign of the increasing power
of the papacy in the nineteenth century, even when it worked against the
centralization this power sought.40 In this period, the former Norbertine house
of Mondaye, suppressed in 1790, reestablished itself as part of and in life with
the Belgian renewal. Canons from Grimbergen arrived in 1859 and obtained
papal recognition as an abbey in 1873.41 As the Order grew, so too did its
alignment with the vision of Rome, itself growing in authority.
The First Vatican Council concretely justified the centralization of the
Church in Rome through its declaration of papal primacy in Pastor Aeternus
in 1870. The bishop of Rome, as successor to Peter, possessed an immediate
and universal power over priests, religious orders, and laity to which they
all were required “to submit, not only in matters which belong to faith and
morals, but also in those that appertain to the discipline and government of
the Church throughout the world.”42 By 1869, the papacy already exercised
enough control over the Order’s abbeys in Central Europe to call for a general
chapter of the Order in Vienna from 15 to 18 March 1869, during which the
abbots of the communities that had survived or reappeared after the Revolution
agreed to remain bound in one international order, to renew the practice of a
general chapter, and to elect Abbot Jerome Zeidler of Strahov as the new abbot
general.43 Zeidler would attend the First Vatican Council but die in March
1870, months before its end. The Order would continue to exhibit the trends
of the ultramontane Church beyond the end of the Council.
On ascending to the Chair of Peter in 1878, Leo XIII built on the papal
authority nurtured by Pius IX and the ultramontane movement. Leo held a
“world plan” for the Church as centered in Rome and as the center of the
world in religion and politics; he worked to achieve it by corresponding with
leaders worldwide, encouraging non-political lay movements devoted to the
pope and subservient to the hierarchy, and promoting expanded international
missionary work among new and extant orders.44 The Premonstratensians
would respond positively to these efforts but first had to elect another abbot
general, for the seat had remained empty since Zeidler’s death. In 1883, again
under the direct supervision of the apostolic nuncio in Vienna, the gathered
abbots elected Abbot Sigismund Stary of Strahov as the first in a new line
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of abbots general.45 Subsequent general chapters would convene under the
auspices of the abbot general, but centralization and papal devotion increased
rather than ebbed. At the 1889 chapter, the Order issued a standardized breviary
and missal, dedicated the Order to the Sacred Heart of Jesus (a devotion dear to
Leo), and wrote to Leo of “its love, obedience, and fidelity [to him], as well as
its protest against the unhappy situation of dependence and servitude in which
the enemies of Christ are holding the head of the Church.”46 The Norbertines,
now united, moved beyond their traditional activities and territories to pursue
Leo’s world plan.
Although education proved a stumbling block for the reestablishment of
the Norbertines at Prémontré in the 1850s, it would soon constitute a key
ministry of the Order in its spread beyond Europe as part of the expansion of
Christian missions. Understood at the First Vatican Council as dealing with
Europe itself, North America, and the Eastern Christian churches, missionary
activity afterward came to include the entire world and particularly Africa
and Asia as European states colonized these regions and Leo XIII pursued
his world plan for the Church.47 Premonstratensians figured into some of the
earliest Catholic missionary work in Africa. Canons of Boulbon’s Primitive
Observance of the Order traveled to Algeria in January 1869 and over the
next four years provided shelter, food, and education to locals, particularly
orphans.48 Later missions in Africa would prove more enduring. Leopold II of
Belgium vigorously promoted the presence of missionaries in the Congo in the
late nineteenth century as part of his efforts to control the population of his
personal domain; Leo, eager for Catholic footholds in Africa and alliances with
European states, happily supported the king’s efforts.49 Now prominent in
Belgian society, the Norbertines received an invitation to travel to the Congo in
1897. With the approval of the pope and the Congregation of the Propagation
of the Faith, canons from Tongerlo arrived in the Congo in September 1898,
where they, like the Norbertines in Algeria, focused on the care of orphans,
the translation of the catechism into the native language, and education in this
and other religious texts, in addition to general Western knowledge.50 The
Order in Africa provided real services to local populations, but in doing so
they also, consciously or unwittingly, advanced the encroachment and control
of European states in these regions. Norbertine missionary activity in England
and North America would have fewer muddied consequences.
England was as prime a missionary territory as any in the nineteenth
century. The Roman Catholic Relief Act of 1829 removed the most
significant barriers to Catholic participation in British society,
allowing Catholic men to sit in Parliament and ending direct efforts of the state
to suppress or control the Church.51 The Catholic population of Great Britain
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remained miniscule, even with the influx of Irish immigrants mid-century,
but its size did not prevent its hierarchy, the Irish hierarchy, or the papacy
from an active pursuit of freedom and even privilege for the Church in this
antithesis situation. At the invitation of two converts to Catholicism, Father
Martin Geudens of Tongerlo arrived in 1872, established a school the next
year, and was joined by Belgian canons and English entrants to the Order. 52
The Premonstratensians would also settle in Manchester and Sussex and in all
these missions contribute to “Catholicism” as an identity and culture separate
from and often in tension with secular society. No longer part of a Church
that contained or mirrored the trends and structures of the state, Catholics,
with the encouragement and supervision of the hierarchy and the papacy,
developed devotions, sites of pilgrimage, and groups like Catholic Action to
set themselves apart from mainstream culture and also to “re-Catholicize”
this culture through non-political means.53 The Norbertines in England
promoted Eucharist adoration and papal devotion among their students and
congregations as part of this movement.54 The Order in America would also
strive to build a vibrant yet doctrinally homogenous Catholic culture through
its missionary activities.
The popes of the latter half of the nineteenth century sought uniformity
and centralization in the Church. This centrifugal motion obviously included
not only structure, devotions, and liturgy but also doctrine. Leo XIII, with the
authority granted by the ultramontanism articulated by Pastor Aeternus at the
First Vatican Council, strongly backed the establishment of Neo-Thomism as
the method of the Church for its theology, philosophy, and interaction with
the modern world, as articulated and enshrined in his encyclical Aeterni Patris
issued in 1879.55 In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the Norbertines
would participate in this standardization of Catholic doctrine in their American
missions. Premonstratensians had come on a failed mission into the territory
of Wisconsin in the 1840s, but in 1893 the Order responded successfully to a
call from the bishop of Green Bay to combat the work of Joseph René Vilatte,
an archbishop of the Old Catholic Church of America, among the Belgian and
Dutch immigrants of his diocese. Vilatte’s rejection of papal infallibility, the
Immaculate Conception, and the ban on vernacular celebration of the Mass
could not be tolerated any more in the United States than in Germany, where
Old Catholics had taken similar stances after the First Vatican Council.56 Three
canons from Berne Abbey in the Netherlands would respond to the call for aid.
In November 1893, the canons of Berne Abbey arrived in Green Bay.
Five other canons joined them in 1898, the same year that the Norbertines
received approval from Rome for the ownership of a local church situated
near railroads and the major local river and for the founding of a priory to
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train future priests and lay brothers.57 The Order in America, like the Church
in Europe, had come to understand the advantages of modern methods of
communication and transportation, even as it combatted the ideologies of the
scientific secular society that produced these technologies. Bernard Pennings,
one of the original three canons, also recognized the need for and opportunity
of education of young people and potential canons. In 1898, he established
St. Norbert College in De Pere near the church the Order had obtained: the
first American Norbertine priest was ordained in 1907; the priory was elevated
by Rome to an abbey in 1924; and the college continues to function today.58
The Premonstratensians incorporated a zeal for education and international
missionary work as novel elements in their charism as part of their broader
alignment with the goals and structure of the Church in the nineteenth century.
The political, technological, and ideological revolutions of the
nineteenth century provoked a revolution in the structure and activity
of the Catholic Church that in its bulk has lasted to the present day.
A clearly delineated hierarchy centered in a pope seated in Rome with primacy
and infallibility; a standardized liturgy a strong missionary drive realized
through religious orders; a self-perception distinct from and even counter
to mainstream society: the long nineteenth century provided the impetus,
justification, and means for the realization of these characteristics. The strands
of these traits, numerous and intertwining as they are, can prove a daunting
challenge to navigate and comprehend. Narratives can both encapsulate this
epochal and complicated period for the Church and provide an accessible
gateway into deeper study of it. The Premonstratensian Order offers just such a
narrative. Though founded in the Middle Ages and nearly extinguished by the
Reformation, Josephinism, and the French Revolution, the Order showcases
the structural, intellectual, and political challenges and developments in the
Church of the nineteenth century by the nearly fatal disorder that drove JeanBaptiste L’Écuy from Prémontré and the reordering that began in his last years.
From a loose confederation of abbeys tied more to their local customs and
rulers than each other or Rome and focused on parish ministry and academic
study to a centralized order deeply devoted to the papacy, the devotions it
promoted, and the missionary and educational goals it urged, the Norbertines
moved as the Church moved in the wake of the French Revolution. The Order
of Prémontré thus provides a concrete and intelligible historical model of
Catholicism in “the long nineteenth century.”
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Norbert of Xanten, a worldly cleric turned charismatic preacher of reform,
founded a religious order of canons in 1120 that contributed much to the revival
of learning and settling of wild areas in western and eastern Europe during the
High Middle Ages. Though greatly reduced in number after the Reformation
and secularization periods in Europe, the Premonstratensians (or Norbertines)
still have a considerable impact on the world today, with monasteries around
the world and even a college in De Pere, Wisconsin. Norbert’s ideals and
practices attracted not only men, though. Large numbers of women flocked
to his order from its very beginnings, with convents and double monasteries
appearing and multiplying throughout Europe. Due to an increasing mistrust
and antagonism toward women after the mid-twelfth century, women found
it increasingly difficult to join the Premonstratensian (or any religious) order,
and the women already in the order faced a similarly growing challenge to
their existence and work. The nuns of the Order of Prèmontrè, though, never
entirely disappeared, finding new niches in which to establish themselves to
the modern era.
Why would women desire to join the Premonstratensian Order? Norbert
of Xanten directed his preaching to men, mainly for a reform of the clergy;
women did not figure into the picture. However, Norbert had a charismatic
personality and energy that attracted individuals from both genders and every
station of life. A number of wandering preachers and hermits roamed Western
Europe from the late eleventh to the mid-twelfth centuries, including Robert
of Arbrissel, founder of the double monastery at Fontevraud/Fontevrault
in 1100. Charismatics like Norbert and Robert urged a return to the vita
apostolica, the first community of Christians, both men and women, who lived
in Jerusalem and put all of their property into the common store. Norbert
himself “described such an existence as being a living reminder of the life of the
apostles at Jerusalem, wherein all manner of persons lived in common in the
service of God.”1 Thus, when Norbert founded his religious order, he allowed
and encouraged both males and females to join. Many women had an interest
in taking vows. The late eleventh and twelfth centuries saw a general increase
in women religious in Western Europe, perhaps partly due to the example of
previous nuns. Especially pertinent for women in Norbert’s time were sisters
from the double monastery at Fontevrault, where, at Robert of Arbrissel’s
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stipulation, a woman always served as leader. Individuals like Petronilla of
Chemille, the community’s first abbess, and Hersende allowed Fontevrault to
prosper with their mix of financial logic and profound spirituality, serving as
role models for women joining the Norbertine order less than fifty years later.2
Although Norbert directed his message of reform to men, he possessed a deep
concern and care for women throughout his life, further attracting women to
his order. Herman of Laon, author of the earliest surviving account of Norbert
and the Premonstratensians from some time before 1151, emphasized the
saint’s ministry to women in his writing.3 All of these factors combined to
motivate large numbers of women to follow Norbert before and especially after
founding the Premonstratensian Order.
Norbert officially established the Premonstratensian Order on
December 25, 1121. Women and men both came to join the new
community in the valley of Prémontré. As evidence suggests that only
a small chapel dedicated to St. John the Baptist existed at this time, the first
Premonstratensians most likely lived in temporary shelters grouped by sex.4 In
addition to Norbert, the women at Prémontré also had Ricvera of Clastres as
a leader. The first female follower at Prémontré, Ricvera (variously known as
Ricwera and Ricura) declared her interest in joining Norbert’s order through the
bishop of Noyon, approximately 43 kilometers from Prémontré. She received
the veil in 1121, the same year that Norbert founded the Second Order, or
canonesses’ order, of the Premonstratensians. Ricvera dedicated herself to the
hospital created at Prémontré, along with a shelter for travelers and the poor,
soon after the order’s establishment. She loved this service so intensely that,
on her death, she wished to have her body buried in the hospital cemetery
with “her beloved poor.” Approximately eighty men and women worked and
prayed with Ricvera and Norbert in 1121. From this original community, the
Premonstratensian sisters would establish themselves throughout the European
continent, growing at an astonishing rate until the late twelfth century.
Along with the majority of male and female religious communities, the
canonesses of the Premonstratensian Order experienced a surge in vocations
in the twelfth century. Herman of Tournai estimated that over ten thousand
Premonstratensian women existed at the time he wrote The Miracles of St.
Mary of Laon (c. 1144), with one thousand living at Prémontré alone. While
almost certainly a large exaggeration of the numbers of canonesses, the figures
show the significant appeal the order held for women of all classes. These
women flocked to join Prémontré or its daughter houses despite or perhaps
even because of the austere lives the sisters led. Herman of Tournai wrote,
“They never go out again. They may speak to no man, not even a brother
or relative, except at the window in the church and then only with two lay
brothers with the man on the outside and two women who reside with her on
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the inside.”5 Strict silence was maintained in the cloisters. The nuns also had
their hair cut to ear level “in order to cut back all pride and carnal lust,” a goal
reinforced by their coarse woolen garments.6 The severity of the canonesses’
lives may have resulted from their close proximity to canons, but it did not
dampen their enthusiasm to join the order. All of the Premonstratensian houses
founded within the first twenty years after the order’s establishment were
double monasteries, with women usually outnumbering men.7 The popularity
of the double monastery, where men and women lived in separate wings from
a centrally shared church, arose in part from Norbert’s appreciation of the
vita apostolica and his concern for his female disciples. Norbert recognized
that the Second Order for the Premonstratensians could not resemble that
of the Benedictines, whose nuns supported themselves through the revenues
of large estates in their possession, because the Premonstratensians usually
settled themselves in isolated areas and sought self-sufficiency through their
own labor, not that of tenants on their land.8 Due to the cloistered nature of
the canonesses’ lives, they could not easily support themselves; thus, creating
double monasteries allowed the sisters to exist in such large numbers. The
canons supported the women spiritually and the lay brothers financially, while
the canonesses made, laundered, and mended the lay and ordained brothers’
clothing; cooked; cleaned; and performed other light manual labor within the
monastery. The collaborative nature of the double monasteries likely added to
the Premonstratensian Order’s appeal to women in its first decades, as did the
general trends favoring religious orders throughout Europe at the time.
From the late eleventh century to the mid-twelfth century, religious
communities of men and women across Europe experienced a general
growth in number of members and houses. One hundred nunneries
existed in Europe in 1070; by 1170, there were four hundred.9 Unlike the first
Premonstratensian houses, most of these new establishments were not part of
a double monastery. In fact, close to 70% of the nunneries founded had no
formal association with any male congregation.10 The male elements of religious
orders did not stop multiplying, however. Rather, they roughly followed the
same trends of growth (and, eventually, decline), that their female counterparts
did, as Bruce Vernarde states in Women’s Monasticism and Medieval Society:
“Available evidence suggests that from the late eleventh century until the midthirteenth, convents multiplied in a pattern that mirrors the growth of male
monasticism.”11 How did all of these independent convents and monasteries
come into existence? The petty aristocracy (nobility with limited control in
a local area) played a large part in their foundation. Between the collapse of
the Carolingian Empire in the late ninth century and the emergence of early
nation-states in the late twelfth century, no strong centralized governments
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exerted control in Western Europe. The lower nobility therefore dominated
government affairs in their own, usually rural, locales. To justify their rule and
create a bastion of support, these individuals often donated property, money,
and/or goods toward the foundation or support of a religious community
within their territory.12 Convents and monasteries not only provided a display
of power for rulers but also a refuge for commoners in times of distress or war,
common in this time of loose, decentralized rule. Relatives of those women
entering a convent often contributed to their maintenance, as well, through
land and/or other goods given to the community, much like a bride’s dowry.
The ecclesiastical hierarchy did not oppose the proliferation of women’s houses
in the first half of the twelfth century. While bishops did not collectively aid
convents, numerous individuals helped to guide them in spiritual and temporal
affairs. The papacy had few bulls concerning nuns before 1120; popes often
confirmed and approved of convents years after their establishment.13 A broad
spectrum of individuals allowed women’s communities to flourish in the early
twelfth century with their religious and earthly gifts, but convents required
nuns as well as land and money. The changing circumstances of the eleventh
century led to a significant increase in the number and types of women desiring
to enter religious life, diversifying houses old and new.
Religious communities appealed to a broader range of women starting
that infused the communities they joined with new and often beneficial
perspectives. The greater popularity of the religious life arose from shifts in the
status of women and the family starting in the eleventh century. Around the
turn of this century, the Church began to firmly enforce clerical celibacy and
monogamy, concerns about the physical and moral implications of marriage
within families led to the first laws prohibiting consanguineous unions, and
families sent off their younger sons to become knights errant or clergymen.14
With the increase in knights and military campaigns, especially with the start
of the Crusades in the twelfth century, the number of women available for
marriage stayed relatively constant while that of men decreased. By the twelfth
century, marriageable women far outnumbered marriageable men. A lack of
potential husbands caused virgins to turn to religious life more than before,
but their sole enrollment in convents would have led to a rather homogenous
community. However, the property rights of women also decreased in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, especially if they had no children.15 Thus,
widows and wives in unfavorable marriages, both young and old, had more
incentive to join religious orders. These restrictions of property rights indicated
a growing suspicion and antagonism toward women that would later affect
female monastic communities in later years, to their detriment. For the
time being, though, these groups of women, in addition to penitent former
prostitutes, could find a freedom, respect, use, and redemption in religious
communities unavailable in the outside world. The Church at this time was
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increasingly demarcating a boundary between the secular and religious spheres,
and cloistered and/or independent female communities helped to “draw a
firm distinction between those inside and outside the Church.”16 Therefore,
women’s monastic communities at first received approval and support form
the ecclesiastical hierarchy, although the trend of centralizing Church authority
would come to hurt convents by the late twelfth century. Greater numbers
and varieties of women chose religious vocations starting in the eleventh
century, enriching orders like the Premonstratensians with new perspectives
and approaches to the religious life. The prosperity and expansion of female
monastic communities on a large scale would not persist, though. As times
kept changing, so too did perceptions of religious women; soon after the death
of Norbert, they would take a turn for the worse.
Attitudes toward and treatment of woman began to worsen in the mid1100s. Society increasingly viewed the woman as a weak but wily entity,
tempting man to sin and bringing him to ruin as Eve had done with Adam.
While female religious houses like those of the Premonstratensian Order at
first enjoyed protection from mistreatment, they too eventually succumbed
to the rising tide of discrimination. Along with the increasing centralization
of Europe and the Church, this adverse stance toward women’s monastic
communities would lead to their stagnation and decline. Opposition to women
proved particularly detrimental to the Premonstratensians and other religious
orders that employed double monasteries. From their origin in fourth-century
Egypt, double monasteries had faced intense opposition due to the close
proximity of women to men.17 Church leaders feared that the brothers and
sisters would break their vows of chastity if they lived in double monasteries.
Though a few incidents of this nature likely did occur, the opponents of
double monasteries generally overreacted while simultaneously blaming all
of the supposed temptations of living in these communities on women. A
total dearth of Premonstratensian statutes and general chapters before Hugh
of Fosses’ appointment as abbot of Prémontré in 1128 provide little evidence
of Norbert’s exact thoughts of or intentions for the women in his order.18
However, the resurgence of double monasteries during his time as abbot shows
that he at the very least tolerated them. However, their increase under the
Premonstratensians and other religious orders, combined with the influx of
female members who were not virgins, reinvigorated opposition. Under Hugh
of Fosses, the Premonstratensian Order began to harden toward its sisters,
especially after the death of Norbert in 1134. The general chapters of 1137 and
1140 decreed that “the sisters should be removed to separate convents of their
own.”19 The order would no longer build or condone double monasteries, nor
would it so readily welcome new sisters. On the contrary, it would attempt to
bar new canonesses and push existing nuns out of the order. Around 1174, the
Vernarde, Women’s Monasticism and Medieval Society, 86.
Antry, Fr. Theodore, O. Praem. “A History of the Norbertine Sisters: Part I” (Lecture, International Meeting of Premonstratensian
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general chapter decided to no longer accept sisters into the order.20 Although
women eventually could again join Premonstratensian communities, their
treatment did not greatly improve. By the late thirteenth century, antagonism
toward women had leached into the leadership of the Premonstratensian
Order, as Conrad of Marchtal displayed:
“We and our whole community of canons, recognising [sic] that the
wickedness of women is greater than all the other wickedness of the world…
and that the poison of asps and dragons is more curable and less dangerous to
men than the familiarity of women, have unanimously decreed for the safety
of our souls, no less than for that of our bodies and goods, that we will on no
account receive any more sisters to the increase of our perdition, but will avoid
them like poisonous animals.”21
Some double monasteries persisted after the General Chapter’s
decree in 1141, but all would eventually disappear or convert to male
monasteries. The vigor and encouragement the Second Order of the
Premonstratensians had enjoyed in its first decades had now dissipated, and
it would all but disappear in its homeland of northern France within three
centuries. Ill will toward women did not solely contribute to the decline of
Premonstratensian canonesses, though. The changing economic, societal,
and ecclesiastical conditions of Europe in the late twelfth and the thirteenth
centuries brought daunting challenges for women’s communities of all religious
orders, causing their members and houses across Western Europe to dwindle.
Centralized institutions, both secular and religious, proved one of the most
detrimental changes to female monastic houses in the late twelfth century.
Although women in orders like the Premonstratensians had already started
to decline, the rise of strong nation-states in the 1180s marked the end of
the period of growth for nunneries, as well as male monasteries.22 Although
France under Philip Augustus and England under Henry II were not the heavily
bureaucratic, authoritarian empires of Elizabeth I or Louis XIV, they were far
more unified than during the tenth and eleventh centuries. The petty aristocrats
who loosely ruled their rural locales in these periods had played a crucial role
in establishing and supporting male and female religious communities. In the
words of Bruce Vernarde, as the power of these lower nobles subsided, “more
strongly assertive hierarchies of authority began…to regulate more—and foster
less.”23 Another shift that negatively affected nunneries, the economic and
social maturation of Europe, roughly paralleled the emergence of centralized
nation-states. Arable land cleared and cultivated by lay individuals and religious
houses led to agricultural surpluses throughout the continent, allowing farmers
and merchants to sell produce in urban markets, increasing their importance
over rural markets.24 Of course, no great distinction yet existed between town
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and country in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, but the slight shift toward
urban areas had a significant impact on religious houses, especially those of
women. Religious orders continued to establish these houses in isolated, rural
areas. The turn to urban markets decreased the import of these communities
in the local area, and their members added to the process by clearing the land
around their houses for sustenance and sale. In addition, religious communities
and nunneries in particular needed increasing amounts of property and goods
just to sustain themselves.25 The more powerful leaders emerging in the early
thirteenth century offered economic support and stability to foundering houses
if they accepted more regulation from central lay authorities, putting them
further under the control of individuals who needed them, and thus cared
about them, little.
Church leaders in the latter half of the twelfth century also had less interest
in supporting monastic communities, whether male or female. From 996 to
circa 1130, approximately half of Europe’s bishops and most of the popes came
from monastic orders, giving them a personal appreciation of and concern for
religious communities.26 Though the bishops never collectively championed
female religious houses, individuals often fostered and guided them. Meanwhile,
the papacy would confirm the sisters’ rights and property but otherwise leave
them to grow and prosper. After 1130, though, secular clergy increasingly
dominated the leadership positions of the Church, including the papacy. These
bishops and popes understood the decentralized, somewhat chaotic system of
monasticism less than their monastic predecessors and thus approached religious
houses with more regulation and intervention, discouraging the creativity that
allowed these communities to thrive. Combined with the mounting suspicion
toward women in the twelfth century, the increase of secular priests in the
Church hierarchy particularly challenged women’s monastic communities.
Whether religious women like the Premonstratensian canonesses turned to
secular or spiritual authorities, they experienced less help and more hardship,
leading to their decline throughout Western Europe.
The changing patterns of thought and society in the late twelfth century took
a serious toll on religious women, including the nuns in the Premonstratensian
Order. The decision to abolish double monasteries and move the women
to separate houses threw the canonesses into an entirely different situation
than that which they had experienced before, and many communities could
not adapt to the numerous changes. Fewer women desired to join religious
communities in the latter half of the twelfth century, leaving Premonstratensian
nunneries with fewer novices to replenish and renew themselves. After 1240,
women’s houses in the order could not accept many new sisters even if a glut
of women wanted to enter the order; the General Chapter of that year set a
limit of twenty sisters on its female communities.27 With independent houses
in isolated locations; few sisters; and less support from the leadership of the
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Premonstratensian Order, the Church, and the secular government, these
houses faced daunting challenges to their survival. Most could not overcome
these difficulties, and Premonstratensian houses rapidly dwindled in Western
Europe. Despite the general lack of support from the papacy after 1130, Pope
Innocent II (r. 1130-1143) issued a bull asking the order to provide sufficient
resources for communities of sisters removed from the double monasteries.28
Succeeding popes did the same in 1143, 1147, and 1154; they went unnoticed
by the Premonstratensian leadership. By 1300, only eight Premonstratensian
convents still existed in northwestern France. Premonstratensian women
did not fare much better outside of France.29 The order’s houses in England
disappeared in the 1530s after suppression by King Henry VIII, and only one
house in all of Scandinavia, Austria, Hungary, Bavaria, Swabia, and Saxony
survived the Middle Ages before dying out in 1582.30 The disappearance of
all these communities did not greatly worry the Premonstratensian Order,
though. The General Chapter only took notice of women’s communities
within France, and the few decrees it did issue concerning its nuns mainly
increased the restrictions on entering a convent.31 After their rapid expansion
and success, Premonstratensian canonesses faded out of their homeland of
France and much of Western Europe by the Reformation. However, the Second
Order, though greatly reduced, never wholly vanished, moving to the east of
their homeland and adapting their way of life to their sudden independence.
With hardships facing them throughout France and England,
Premonstratensian nuns would change their locations and their
lifestyles to adapt to the changing circumstances. Eastern and Central
Europe now contained the order’s most successful houses. Doksany was one of
the earliest communities, founded in 1144 in the modern Czech Republic.32 It
attracted so many women that it soon established daughter houses throughout
Eastern Europe, like Zwierzyniec in Krakow, Poland. Established in 1162,
Zwierzyniec made the Premonstratensian canonesses the first female religious
order in Poland.33 The community grew quickly and flourished like Doksany.
Zwierzyniec founded a convent in Imbramowice (approximately 36 kilometers
north of Krakow) in 1226, and reestablished the presence of Premonstratensian
women in Hungary in 1927 and at its former motherhouse of Doksany in
1998.34 The sisters in Central Europe would enjoy a period of growth much
longer and more stable, if less dramatic, than that of their predecessors in
France and England. Most of the numerous houses throughout Bohemia,
Silesia, Poland, Moravia, and Hungary would survive until the establishment
of communism after World War Two (with the exception of the houses in
Hungary, dissolved after the Ottoman conquest in the 1590s).35 Meanwhile,
some Premonstratensian nunneries still functioned in Western Europe. These
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communities survived in Flanders, northern Holland, and central Germany
until the Reformation in the sixteenth century or the secularization of Europe in
the early nineteenth century. Premonstratensian sisters remained in Spain well
past the Middle Ages, but they entered a unique situation in the late sixteenth
century.36 Premonstratensian canons and nuns in Spain broke with the rest of
the order between 1573 and 1594, existing independently until later reforming
and rejoining as the “Hispanic Congregation of the Premonstratensian
Order.” The gap in relations may actually have saved the nunneries in Spain,
removing them from the religious turmoil other houses experienced during the
Reformation.37 Premonstratensian canonesses established houses throughout
Europe, encountering different cultures and challenges in each region, but
they all experienced the effects of the abolition of double monasteries. No
longer attached to communities of canons, the nuns had to change their
lifestyles to both support themselves and fulfill their vows. Most importantly,
the canonesses began to perform the Liturgy of the Hours, the combination of
prayers, psalms, and songs observed up to seven times each day. In the double
monasteries, canons had performed the Liturgy with the nuns observing them;
without them, the women took up the duty and became sorores cantantes
(Latin, lit. “singing sisters”). Premonstratensian canonesses also developed
their own version of the Third Order, laypeople associated with a religious
order who did not take formal vows. The educated sorores cantantes of the
independent women’s houses surrounded themselves with mostly uneducated
laywomen (sorores conversae, lit. “converted sisters”) who performed much of
the manual labor that allowed the communities to achieve self-sustainment,
a highly encouraged trait for all Premonstratensian houses.38 After the decline
of women’s religious orders in the mid-twelfth century, Premonstratensian
canonesses founded new communities and adopted new lifestyles. While the
sisters’ methods of achieving their goals have changed according to the time,
their devotion to the Liturgy of the Hours, emphasis on service, and quest for
self-sufficiency have persisted to the modern day.
The Premonstratensian Order, especially Premonstratensian
canonesses, diminished greatly in numbers after the Middle
Ages. From most likely a few thousand sisters at its height, the
Second Order now counts 326 women among its ranks in January 2014.39
However, the canonesses always maintained and still exert a positive impact
on the communities surrounding their houses, seeking new ways to serve the
physical and spiritual needs of the local people. Numerous Premonstratensian
nunneries existed in Central Europe up to the establishment of communism
over the region after World War Two. The regimes then created by the
Soviet Union disbanded religious houses and dispersed their members. After
the fall of communism in the early 1990s, religious orders, including the
Premonstratensian canonesses, regrouped, but they could not achieve their
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previous numbers or geographic range. Numerous members had died in the
decades of Soviet domination, and those remaining often needed medical care
in their advanced age. Thus, religious orders usually could not reestablish the
daughter houses they had founded but rather focused on rebuilding their central
communities. Such gatherings of Premonstratensian sisters exist in Poland
(Zwierzyniec and Imbramowice), Hungary (Zsambek), the Czech Republic
(Doksany and Olomouc), and Slovakia (Vrbove). Western Europe still has a
small number of female Premonstratensian houses, located in Spain (Villoria
de Orbigo and Toro), Switzerland (Berg-Sion), Belgium (Saint-Catharinadal),
and the Netherlands (Mariengaard). Mother Mary Augustine and four other
nuns started the first congregation of Premonstratensian canonesses in the
Americas and the United States in the 1990s. The community now resides in
the mountains outside of Tehachapi, California, and has grown to include 32
women in various stages of profession. Premonstratensian sisters held their
first international meeting in 2004 in Krakow, Poland, and numerous sisters
also attended the General Chapters of the Premonstratensian Order in 2006
and 2012. Though challenged throughout history and reduced in number,
Premonstratensian women have persevered for close to a millennium and have
now begun the long path to regrowth.
Norbert of Xanten, wandering preacher and clerical reformer, made his mark
in history by founding the Order of Canons Regular of Prémontré. However,
Norbert had as deep an interest in and concern for women, instituting the
Second Order of Premonstratensian canonesses in 1121 along with the First
Order of canons. The establishment of the women’s order occurred during a
confluence of social, economic, and spiritual factors that allowed religious orders
of women to flourish. Scores of nunneries appeared across Western Europe,
yet the majority of these houses vanished by the end of thirteenth century as
women became objects of suspicion and derision, economic conditions shifted
in favor of urban markets, and religious and secular institutions centralized
authority. After a brief zenith, Premonstratensian women quickly entered a
long nadir in Western Europe but experienced growth in Central Europe.
Despite challenging circumstances and reduced numbers, the canonesses of
the Order of Prémontré survived, adapting to changing circumstances while
preserving their central mission wherever they settled. The versatile nature and
perseverant spirit of Premonstratensian nuns have allowed them to carry their
unique heritage and lifestyle to the present day.
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PRAYER – PEACE – POVERTY
Our canonical ideal?
P. Thomas Handgrätinger, O. Praem.
Abtei Windberg
Pfarrpl. 22, 94336 Windberg, Germany
1 The three “P”s
In a meeting between Pope Francis and Archbishop Justin Welby of
Canterbury on November 13, 2020, the Pope said that he remembered the
three “P”s that the Archbishop apparently once mentioned at an earlier meeting,
namely “P” as in “prayer”, “P” as in “peace” and “P” as in “poverty”. 1These
three key words were burned into the memory of the Pope, for he himself as a
Jesuit had always loved using these three forms, these “three points”, in many
sermons and writings, and he seemed even more impressed and convinced by
these elementary basic concepts of Christianity. These three terms should serve
as guides in taking a closer look at our canonical spirituality, which we normally
describe as “contemplatio”, “actio” and “communio”. “Prayer” should stand
for contemplation (contemplatio), “peace” should stand as a leitmotif for our
every activities, both internal and external (actio), and finally there is “poverty”,
which describes the nature of a community life based on sharing and solidarity
(communio).
2 “P” as in Prayer
We learn to pray from others. Ordinarily, we were introduced to prayer in our
childhood, when we were shaped and carried by the prayers of others. Someone
had taught us to pray, or had invited us to join in prayers, or had created a
prayerful atmosphere where we could turn confidently to those from whom we
came and with whom we were living. At first, there were often pre-formulated
prayers such as the Our Father, Hail Mary, or children’s prayers at the end
of the day or fixed prayers at table. Then there were free forms of prayer, of
thanksgiving, of supplication, of intercessions for others or for specific concerns
and occasions. Eventually, prayer became more and more personal and free,
although there was often the experience of one’s language failing, and then it
was a helpful relief to be able to resort to preformed or fixed prayers. Prayer is
never a matter of course, it always requires a conscious turning to God and an
active opening up and becoming involved with the whole Other. “The Need
and the Blessing of Prayer” is the title of a book by Karl Rahner. The disciples
of Jesus had probably also experienced this, although they were all raised in the
long Jewish tradition of prayer. They saw Jesus withdrawing again and again to
be alone, often spending whole nights in prayer. This is reminiscent of night
watches and vigil services, to approach the new day praying and meditating,
to be open to the “nine mornings”, to be awake to the “light shining from
on high” (Lk 1:78a). “The new day” is a synonym for the Lord himself, who
1
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comes to meet us in these most preciousmoments of the day.2 “I will praise
you in the morning”3, the psalmist prays, “as the watchman waits for the dawn,
so my soul waits for you” (Ps 130:6). The Church’s morning praise truly grasps
this concept, this transition from night to day, from darkness to light, from
unconsciousness to consciousness, from sleeping to wakefulness, from rising
to resurrection, from death, the “sleeping brother”, to life in the One who
gives and sustains life. The first light of dawn brings with it a new promise and
often new challenges. “Lord, open my lips. And my mouth shall proclaim your
praise.” The monks start the day with this three-fold call. In a hymn it says,
being representative of many other Lauds hymns:
“The night has passed, we look forward to the rising day and greet you, O
Christ.
The dove is already luring us, we listen, longing to obey the call of our Lord
and Christ.
The mists escape in the splendour of the radiant clarity and power of the
coming Christ.4
We praise the Father and, in the Spirit, we praise the sun of salvation: the
glorious Christ.”
Or
“See how the shadows of the dark night fade: a reddish glow shines in the
early sky.
Let us pray ardently to God Almighty with united voices.
That he may have loving mercy upon us, grant us salvation, banish our
lethargy.
and as our Father may he kindly grant us a heavenly inheritance.
Praise to the Father on the highest throne, Praise to the Son, God born of
God,
Praise to the Spirit who proceeds from both, always and forever. Amen.”5
Such a prayer arises, one with nature and mindful of one’s own creatureliness,
in order to praise and praise the One who created all things and towards whom
all things may flow. This is prayer moving towards the origin of life, the cosmos
and the light, and becoming one with it. It is prayer as an expression of praise
and thanks, as an expression of zest for life and joie de vivre, schooled in the
Lord’s own method of praying. “I thank you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
because you have hidden these things from the wise and the intelligent and have
revealed them to infants; yes, Father, for such was your gracious will” (Mt 11: 2526).
Pope Francis said in a recent Tweet message: “Whoever prays is like someone
Christ is the new day. As in “Aeterna lucis conditor lux ipse totus et dies” (“Eternal Maker of the light, you are both Day as well
as Light”); “Lux lucis et fons luminis diem dies illuminans”, (“Light from light, the source of all light, the Day that enlightens the
Day”).
3
See also “It is good to praise the Lord and make music to your name, O Most High, proclaiming your love in the morning” (Ps
92:1).
4
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in love - he always carries the loved one in his heart, wherever he is. So, we can
pray at any time, in all situations of daily life: on the streets, in offices, on the
train, with words and in the quiet of the heart.”6 This is the impression one
gets of Jesus when he prays to his beloved Father: “Pray like a lover!” On this
subject of prayer, Francis stated at the general audience of 10 February 2021,
which was broadcast as a video stream: “The one who prays is like someone in
love who always carries the beloved person in his or her heart wherever they
go. Essentially, everything becomes a part of this dialogue with God: every joy
becomes a reason for praise, every trial is an opportunity to ask for help. Prayer
is always alive in our lives, like embers, even when the mouth does not speak,
but the heart speaks. Every thought, even apparently “profane” ones, can be
permeated by prayer. There is even a prayerful aspect in human intelligence;
it is, in fact, a window peering into the mystery: it illuminates the few steps
in front of us and then opens up to the entire reality, this reality that precedes
it and surpasses it. This mystery does not have a disquieting or anxious face,
no. Knowledge of Christ makes us confident that whatever our eyes and our
mind’s eyes cannot see, rather than nothing being there, there is someone who
is waiting for us; there is infinite grace. And thus, Christian prayer instils an
invincible hope in the human heart: whatever experience may touch us on
our journey, God’s love can turn it into good. In this regard, the Catechism
reads: “We learn to pray at certain moments by hearing the Word of the Lord
and sharing in his Paschal Mystery, but his Spirit is offered us at all times,
in the events of each day, to make prayer spring up from us... time is in the
Father’s hands; it is in the present that we encounter him, not yesterday or
tomorrow, but today” (n. 2659). Today I meet God, today is always the day of
the encounter. “Today, if you hear his voice” (Ps 95:7; Heb 3:7).
Prayer happens today. Jesus comes to meet us today, in the ‘today’
in which we live. And prayer transforms this today into grace, or better
still: it transforms us. It soothes anger, it sustains love, it multiplies
joy, it instills the power of forgiveness. At some point it will seem to us that
we are no longer alive, but that grace lives in us and works through prayer ...
Prayer is ‘positive’. Always. It moves us forward. Every new day, if it is started
and accepted in prayer, is accompanied by courage, so that the problems we
must face no longer become an obstacle to our happiness, but become a call
from God, an opportunity to meet him. When one is accompanied by the
Lord, one feels more courageous, one becomes freer and happier”. 7
Here we are dealing with prayer as an immersion into the divine reality,
as a swinging into another sphere, as a contact, an opening into this space of
infinite love. “Prayer prepares us for a love that is infinite”. And it is precisely
this attitude that enables us to “pray for everything and for everyone, even for
our enemies,” as Jesus advises us to do. This prayer for one another and for
others, for our loved ones, but also for those who cross our path in life and
meet us in any way, leads us away from referring and fixating on self, and
6
7
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broadens the horizon, in accordance with the command to pray ceaselessly
and to sanctify the world by bringing it before God. Through prayers of
supplication and intercession, we bring people’s concerns and worries to God,
who has long known about our needs and theirs; this kind of prayer changes
us, it widens our view and makes us sensitive to others. When we pray like
this, we become like the Lord, of whom Pope Francis attributes three main
characteristics: compassion, closeness and tenderness. “This is the Lord’s style:
compassion, closeness, tenderness.” Jesus came to save us, not to judge: open
your hearts, forgive, justify others, understand, and also be close to others, have
compassion, have tenderness like Jesus. If we see the world and people in this
way and love them in this way with tenderness, we will discover that every day
and all things have hidden within them a fragment of the mystery of God.”8
Our Constitutions tell us this in a somewhat less poetic and more prosaic
manner, though they also speak of obligation and shared responsibility:
“By being constantly attentive to prayer we praise the Lord and intercede for
the salvation of the whole world.”
“Just as we are called to pray in common, we are also to pray to the Father
in secret. In all prayer, there should explicitly emerge a fundamental attitude of
the person who, through faith, constantly clings to God and lives in intimate
relationship with him. Thus, we should and can pray always.”9
3 ‘P’ as in Peace
“Jesus said to the apostles: Peace I leave you, my peace I give you” (Prayer
at Mass). This prayer for peace said before communion says clearly and simply
where peace comes from. It is a gift, a legacy, and a commission from the
Lord to his disciples. He is peace. Where he is there is peace. His message is a
message of peace to reconcile the world and to unite us with God. Paul begins
each of his letters with a greeting of peace: “Grace to you and peace from God
our Father and our Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom 1:7). It is found practically word for
word in the two Letters to the Corinthians and the other Pauline Epistles. The
letter to the church in Colossae begins with “Grace to you and peace from God
our Father” (Col 1:1). Grace and peace, in addition to mercy (2 Tim 1:1), are part
of the oriental greeting: to wish the other peace, that is, shalom, at any kind
of meeting. To meet with peaceful intent, with empty, unarmed hands, is a
signal to the other of benevolence, that one is accommodating, devoid of deceit
and cunning; all this is condensed in this spoken or written wish for peace.
What enables people to deal with the other in this way? In the Letter to the
Ephesians this is ascribed to Christ: “For he is our peace” (Eph 1:14). He united
what was separated: “But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have been
brought near by the blood of Christ. For he is our peace; in his flesh he has made
both groups into one and has broken down the dividing wall, that is, the hostility
between us. He has abolished the law with its commandments and ordinances,
8
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that he might create in himself one new humanity in place of the two, thus making
peace, and might reconcile both groups to God in one body through the cross, thus
putting to death that hostility through it. So he came and proclaimed peace” (Eph
2: 13-17). Everything that might separate has been overcome, because we all
have access to the Father in the one Spirit. Peace with God, “access to the
Father in the one Spirit” abolishes everything that separates people and drives
them into opposition, it overcomes everything foreign and hostile, and makes
everyone children of God and brothers and sisters of one another. The dignity
and equality of all human beings is based on this bond with God. From this
Paul concludes: “It is to peace that God has called you” (1 Cor 7:15).
This mandate for a peace that is based in God, must now be concretized and
implemented in our lives. It begins with seeing others as our fellow human
beings, as brothers and sisters, even before all the differences of belief, opinion,
origin, skin colour and gender. Seeing people as fellow human beings, seeing
others as creatures of God, already forms the basis of community, solidarity and
equality before all other differences and inequalities. Herein lies the approach
of the papal encyclical Fratelli tutti,10 which begins with a description of the
dignity of people, while calling to mind the principle of personality. “Pope
Francis emphasizes fundamental dignity as the starting point for all human
action, and every social structure: the focus is on the human being.”11 “Faith, as
in No. 85, offers important motives for recognizing the other, because whoever
believes will recognize that God loves every person with an infinite love and
that he ‘thereby gives him infinite dignity’”, here quoting Pope John Paul II.
No one remains excluded from his all-encompassing love and if we, now using
Trinitarian thought, go to the ultimate source, which is the innermost life
of God, we encounter a community of three Persons, the origin and perfect
model of every life and every community (85). These thoughts are summed up
by saying: “Every person has the right to live in dignity and to develop fully
... every person has this dignity, even if he does little, even if he was born or
raised with limitations, because this does not diminish his immense dignity as
a person, which is not based on circumstances, but on the value of being. If this
elementary principle is not respected, there is no future, neither for fraternity
nor for the survival of humanity ”(107; cf. also 273).
In order to build peace and pave the way for peace, three things are essential:
truth, justice and mercy (FT 227); a truth that knows about the essence of man
and his “transcendental dignity”, a justice that sets everything in motion so that
everyone “may be provided for” and so that everyone is granted “the right to
be himself and to be different” (FT 218), and a mercy that sees beyond justice
and equity to paths of forgiveness, reconciliation and new beginnings. “The
genuine acknowledgment is made possible by love alone; we have to stand in
the place of others ”(FT 221) in order to discover what is authentic in him.
In his “Message for World Day of Peace 2020”,12 Pope Francis mentions

Pope Francis, papal encyclical “Fratelli tutti” on Fraternity and Social Friendship, Vatican, 3 October 2020.
11
Anna Noweck, „Fratelli tutti“ Was steht drin? Kath. Akademie in Bayern. Podiumsgespräch. Zur Debatte 1/2021, pp. 38-40.
12
Message of Pope Francis for World Day of Peace 2021: A Culture of Care as a Path to Peace. Vatican, 8 December 2020.
10
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another important aspect for creating peace. He speaks of the “culture of
care” as a way to peace, “to combat the culture of indifference, waste and
confrontation so prevalent in our time”. That sounds combative in itself,
but what it actually entails is that every form of cautiousness and sensitivity,
every vigilance and attention that you show towards another person, towards
a brother (“Am I my brother’s keeper?” Gen 4:9), towards the environment,
means showing concern for creation, and keeping an eye on the well-being
of all. Care is seen in the work of Jesus, in how he approached the poor, the
sick, the stranger, the possessed and, often touching them, how he healed and
liberated them. It is also this culture of care that we experience in the life of the
early Christians: “Now the whole group of those who believed were of one heart
and soul, and no one claimed private ownership of any possessions, but everything
they owned was held in common” (Acts 4:32). This took concrete form through
great hospitality, openness and generosity, “to make your communities a
welcoming home concerned for every human need and ready to care for those
most in need” (Chapter 5). Pope Francis then conjugates this “grammar” of
care through the principles of social teaching, as the promotion of the dignity
and rights of each person, and as care for the common good. What is also
important to him is listening to the cry of the poor, and at the same time, to
the cry of creation: “This attentive and constant listening leads in turn to the
effective care for the earth, our common home, and for our brothers and sisters
in need” (Chapter 6 ). “A sense of deep communion with the rest of nature
cannot be real if our hearts lack tenderness, compassion and concern for our
fellow human beings” (LS 91).
In view of the diverse needs in crisis areas and war zones around the world,
Pope Francis asks with concern: “How can our hearts be converted and our
ways of thinking changed, in order to work for true peace in solidarity and
fraternity?” (Chapter 7). Only by following the compass of a “truly human
course.” “In many parts of the world there is a need for paths of peace that
lead to healing; there is also a need for peacemakers, men and women who
are prepared to work boldly and creatively to initiate processes of healing and
renewed encounter” (FT225). Finally, he summarizes his concerns again: “The
culture of care thus calls for a common, supportive and inclusive commitment
to protecting and promoting the dignity and good of all, a willingness to show
care and compassion, to work for reconciliation and healing, and to advance
mutual respect and acceptance. As such, it represents a privileged path to
peace” (Chapter 9).
When we look at our communities, it soon becomes clear that the “culture
of care” and courtesy would be a key to inner peace and to a subsistence that
is generally more brotherly or sisterly. When the Pope focuses on the entire
world and the whole of creation, he does not forget that the path of peace must
begin on a small scale, in the careful perception and appreciation of the other
confrere, of his worries and needs, his fears and hopes, in taking a step towards
the reconciliation and acceptance of the other in courage, openness and love,
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aware that well-meaning words are not enough when there is a lack of concrete
acts of love and solidarity. This path of peace must flow in both directions,
inwards and outwards, in our own community and in our environment, as
far as our potential influence and responsibilities may reach. But every path of
peace requires foremost that we live in peace and harmony with ourselves and
with God, that we first of all create peace and sincerity in our own hearts, and
that we are entirely accepted and supported by God. When dangers threaten
our own heart, or if we experience frustration and futility, we may find that
this prayer that Francis formulated may help us maintain peace in ourselves
and with others. It has been adapted somewhat to suit our communities:
“I ask God to prepare our hearts to encounter our fellow brothers
and sisters, so that we may overcome our differences of opinion,
mentality and disposition. Let us ask him to anoint our whole
being with the balm of his mercy, which heals the injuries caused by errors,
misunderstandings and disputes; we pray him for the grace to send us forth in
humility and meekness, along the demanding yet productive path of seeking
peace” (FT254).
4 ‘P’as in Poverty
After St. Norbert became Archbishop of Magdeburg, it meant a big change
for him to be away from Prémontré , to be sent “in eremo”, into the desert, to
move from his monastery of strict reform to the residence of a prince of the
Church. Norbert arrives in Magdeburg barefoot, poor as a beggar, and is not
recognized by the porter and so is rudely sent away. Norbert soon finds his
way in this new courtly world from which he had come, and which always
remained his world. Godfrey of Cappenberg, who was influenced by Norbert
the traveling preacher, and was fascinated by him, left Magdeburg disappointed
because he could no longer accept this rupture in his own life. He would take
the lower path and assume the humblest duties in his monastery in Ilbenstadt.
Norbert himself took the path to the top floor of Church and empire politics,
and from this position he would do God’s work and serve the Church. With
his departure from Prémontré, the management question remained open and
Norbert felt compelled to resolve this question.
It was Norbert’s desire that his successor at Prémontré should be Hugh
of Fosses, who was then elected there in absentia, but he waited to inform
Hugh of this. Hugh, however, had already learned through a vision in the
night that Norbert had presented him to the risen Christ as his successor: “O
Lord, to your Most Holy Majesty I present this man whom you entrusted to
me.” Finally, after a few days, Norbert officially announced it to him and to
everyone with the words: “Through election by the confreres you will succeed
me in the house of our poverty. Go therefore in the name of the Lord, for the
hand of the Lord will be with you until the end.” 13
13

Alphons Žák, Aus dem Lebensbild des hl. Norbert. Vienna, 1900, p. 149-150.
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This digression into the history of our Order brings us to the third “P”,
as in poverty. Norbert was a supporter of radical poverty in the great reform
movements of the 11th and 12th centuries. After his conversion in 1115 he
discovered, step by step, a life of poverty and complete asceticism, which at
the time was radically formulated as: “nakedly following the naked Christ”,
meaning thereby that one should renounce everything and live with the
greatest frugality and freedom, being solely dependent on the mercy of men
and the grace of God. Thus he gradually freed himself from all his privileges
and benefices, and began living as an itinerant preacher, proclaiming the
faith, evangelising and preaching, but also bringing peace wherever he went.
This radical way of life grew in popularity within the Church, and led to
the foundation of a monastery. On Christmas Day 1121, Norbert and his
companions made vows at Prémontré to “poorly follow the poor Christ.” This
is how Prémontré got the name “House of Our Poverty.”
When Pope Francis takes up this catchphrase, ‘P’ as in poverty, he associates
it with the fact that we should live as a “poor Church among the poor.” The
place of the Church is with the poor, as it has been since Puebla 1979, when
it was called the “preferential option for the poor.” The Pope wants to focus
on the poor, on those living on the periphery, on the marginalized, those who
have no voice and no opportunities, who are on the dark side of life. Surely it
cannot be that a beggar’s death from frostbite would attract less attention than
a price slump of a few percentages on the stock market?14
Of course, this is said in a provocative manner, but it nonetheless
indicates a warped view of the world and the people in it. His option is
to correct this imbalance, to focus on people, every person, especially
the disadvantaged and the outclassed, from Lampedusa to recently Iraq.
“Don’t forget the poor!” Cardinal Claudio Hummes of Sao Paolo apparently
said to him after the papal election. We must not forget the poor, neither those
next to us nor those at every corner of the earth; we must not write them off,
nor leave them to their own devices. He once said to his almoner, Konrad
Krajewski, since advanced to cardinal: “You shouldn’t hoard the money, but
spend it”, distribute it, bring it to the poor. Pope Francis, as we also saw with
St. Norbert, first begins with himself, with his simple lifestyle, his modest
way of living, with the renunciation of external splendour and pomp, with his
attention to people, with his contacts, and especially, and often very personally,
with those hard hit by misfortune.15
It does not stop at appeals and words; he uses signs and facts. And he wants
to shake up the world. In 2014 he sent this wake-up call to the religious:
“Wake up the world! Go to the periphery!” Go to the people, preaching,
proselytizing, making peace, showing solidarity with the poorest. His aim was
to improve the lives of the poor, not just to complain about the plight of boat
refugees. One must surely help these people, but at the same time also address
Papst Franziskus, Wage zu Träumen. Mit Zuversicht aus der Krise. Munich 2020, p. 150, Mensch oder Ziegelstein“ – Aktienverlust oder Tod eines Obdachlosen..
15
E.g. to the Syrian father of the small boy Alan Kurdi, who on 2. 9.2015 was found on the beach; to victims of abuse …
14
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the reasons they left their home countries. Here the horizon becomes more
universal and at the same time more urgent through “Laudato si”. The climate
crisis primarily affects poor countries, where people are not only being forced
to leave their country through corruption and war, persecution and terror, but
also through environmental damage and increasing natural disasters, or simply
through famine and threats to their existence. As was already said in “Evangelii
gaudium”: “You yourselves give them something to eat!’ (Mk 6:37) This
means working to eliminate the structural causes of poverty and to promote
the integral development of the poor, as well as small daily acts of solidarity in
meeting the real needs which we encounter” (EG 188). Therefore, both must
come together, solidarity and political action, mercy and clever, internationally
coordinated developmental policies.16 This international view must of course
be broken down to our local level. Thus did St. Norbert give his confreres a
threefold mandate, perhaps timely putting these “P”s to use when he urges:
a) to maintain cleanliness at the altar, to handle the altar and everything
about the altar with great care and to celebrate the sacred mysteries with
dignity, reverence and recollection. “At the altar the vitality of our faith and
the zeal of our love are shown!” This corresponds most closely to “P” as in
Prayer, our attitude as a community and personally before God.
b) to hold the chapter of faults in the chapter room, where one confesses all
wrongdoings and negligence in dealing with one another, where one strives for
the common pursuit of care and attention to one another. “Through mutual
confession and opening up to one another, we make our conscience clearer and
we increase our vigilance for one another!” This certainly corresponds to “P”
for Peace, it spells out the effort we make with ourselves and with others for
peace, unity of purpose (“unanimitas”) and living in harmony.
c) to cultivate love for the poor and hospitality for our neighbours, and to
put our houses at the service of the care and support of pilgrims and those in
need. Here one must think of the broad field of corporal and spiritual works
of mercy. “If you strictly follow these three maxims, you will never get into
trouble!”17 Ultimately, this “P” as in Poverty corresponds to a simple lifestyle
by which one is able to share with others and show solidarity with the poorest.
5 Conclusion
“Sic vive cum hominibus, tamquam deus videat”,“Live with men as if God
saw you!” was once said by Lucius Annaeus Seneca, a Roman philosopher and
writer who lived from 4 BC to AD 65, and was therefore a contemporary of
Jesus. Dealing with other people should be characterized by such a noble and
lofty ethos that it can stand before the eyes of the gods, that it endures before
the judgment of the gods. Here Jesus speaks of love: “Love your neighbour as
In addition, there is also: “As long as the problems of the poor are not radically resolved by rejecting the absolute autonomy of
markets and financial speculation and by attacking the structural causes of inequality, no solution will be found for the world’s
problems or, for that matter, to any problems” (EG 202).
17
Citation after Martin Geudens, Life of Saint Norbert. Revised by Hugh Allan, “Norbert, The Apostle of Peace”. Chelmsford,
2020, pp. 26-27: “Love the poor and never be in want”.
16
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yourself.”18
Here the benchmark shifts inwards, into our own heart, into our own area
of responsibility, which does not want to see the other treated worse than
ourselves. But Jesus himself goes beyond this love when he says, according
to John: “That is my commandment: love one another as I have loved you.
There is no greater love than giving up your life for your friends. You are my
friends”(Jn 15:12-13). He makes his own love for us the benchmark for our
love, he, who gives himself up for his friends. Ultimately, it is this love that
allows us to live together in the house with one accord (“The first purpose for
which you have come together is to live in unity in the house, and to be of one mind
and one heart on the way to God” 19), it embraces us in the love of the Father and
holds us in his love, and it incites us to praise this love (“officium laudis”), and
calls us to “bring abundant fruit” by carrying his love to others (“The unity of
our communities should overflow into a charity which embraces all.”)20

18
19
20

Lev 19:18; Mk 12:31.
Rule of Augustine I,2.
Constitutions, Rolduc, 2018, Nr. 48.
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Albuquerque Chronicle
Abbot Joel Garner, O. Praem.
Santa Maria de la Vid Abbey
5825 Coors Blvd. SW
Albuquerque, NM 87121-6700
After several years of planning and with architectural plans in hand, the
Abbey has chosen a contractor to expand our retreat facilities. In the last
several years three retreat houses in Albuquerque have closed which has
increased the interest in groups and individuals in using our presently modest
retreat facilities. We live on the Southwest Mesa of the city with a beautiful
view of the Rio Grande Valley and the Sandia and Manzano mountains in the
distance. We look forward to sharing this lovely piece of God’s creation with
more and more people.
This past year of the pandemic has affected us on numerous levels. We have
not, for example, been able to interact as normal and that has taken its toll
particularly with regard to our ministries. However, through the initiative and
creativity of our brother Fr. Graham Golden we’ve been exploring new ways
to remain in contact with the larger faith community.
Our Abbey embarked on a new ministry through virtual outreach. We
are live-streaming our Sunday 9:00 a.m. mass, our Taizé in the Desert
(contemplative ecumenical prayer) and Come to Christ (praise, worship, and
adoration) liturgies. For Advent and Lent short daily scripture reflections were
produced. During the Easter Season a weekly Entering the Mysteries Series
was available in which reflections were offered on fundamental symbols of the
Catholic Liturgy. The outreach efforts are developed under the banner “Somos
de la Vid” or “We are the Vine”.
We were able to celebrate the 5th year of Art at the Abbey. In the midst of
the pandemic, it was appropriately entitled “A Vision of Hope and Healing”.
Artists from as far away as New York submitted pieces. Individuals were able to
see the art in person as a result of the safety precautions that were put in place.
However, the greater number were able to view the art virtually by our making
it accessible on-line via a new website, www.artattheabbey.com
Six members of our community participated in the Week of Prayer and
Pilgrimage for Christian Unity during January. It was undertaken individually
with the zoom meetings at the beginning and end of the week. Abbot Joel
Garner gave a closing conference on friendship.
Patricio Chacon did his first year of theological studies at Catholic
Theological Union online. Both Fr. Graham Golden and he spent some time
in April in Chicago laying the groundwork for his in-person classes next year
and his ministry settings. Fr. Graham also met with administrators over the
transcripts of several international students who will be our postulants next
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year. Felipe Garcia of Houston will join us as a postulant this summer.
Fr. Andrew Ciferni of Daylesford Abbey spent almost all of lent with us
teaching Lucas Myers and Tyler Mitcham, our novices, and Vincent Tafacory,
a novice from St. Norbert Abbey who drove across country to be with his
novice master Fr. David Komatz.
On our monthly community day in March, which fell on the feast of St.
Joseph, Fr. Ciferni led us in a day of reflection focused on St. Joseph and the
many images of St. Norbert which emerge to respond to the times. We were
grateful for the extended visit from our brothers from Daylesford Abbey and
St. Norbert Abbey.
Fr. Robert Campbell was named prior by the Abbot, succeeding Fr.
Stephen Gaertner. Fr. Campbell, Catholic Chaplain at Presbyterian
Hospital, was the only priest in the Archdioceses trained and
authorized to provide care and sacraments to COVID-19 patients.
Our Oblate Brother Joseph Sandoval was elected president of the Board of
the New Mexico Conference of Churches. Our Oblate Sister Dr. Christina
Spahn is the Associate Director of the Master of Theological studies program
of St. Norbert College at its only satellite campus here at our abbey.
Since becoming Pastor of St. Edwin, a blue-collar parish in Albuquerque’s
South Valley, Fr. Peter Muller has overseen some major improvements on its
11-acre property. Presently the parish has 10 goats and 15 sheep. They feed
on the three restored fields, two with pasture and another with alfalfa. Twice a
year the parish offers USDA grass fed lamb. Spring and fall festivals have been
established featuring their own gourmet lamb burgers. Close to completion is
an entertainment park with a 3,500 ft. raised amphitheater. The renewal of the
interior of the Church is almost completed.

Livestreaming at Santa Maria de la Vid Abbey
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Prior Robert Campbell

Fr. Peter Muller tending to his 4 legged
friends

St. Edwin’s Grounds
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Chelmsford Chronicle
Hugh Allan, O. Praem.
Chelmsford, Essex, CMR OAR United Kingdom
frhugh@hotmail.com
Our little chronicle begins with the short months in between the first
national lockdown and the second. In October and early November, most
of our time was spent catching up on baptisms, weddings etc. that all been
postponed because of the earlier lockdown. Then, in mid-November, we had
another month-long national lockdown. This time, churches were permitted
to remain open for private prayer, but not for communal worship. We had our
church open every day for a time of Exposition and it was wonderful to see the
church full to capacity (Covid regulations followed at all times!).
This lockdown coincided with the opening of the Jubilee Year and so we
were unable to have the public celebration at the start of Advent. Instead, we
had a celebration Mass in the church which was livestreamed. Our choir sang
some beautiful music, but it was a strange experience to have a sanctuary full
of Canons and the choir loft filled with the choristers, but a completely empty
nave.
During this national lockdown, we increased our proficiency at zoom. Fr
Pius began our Confirmation classes on zoom and continued his Chancery
work, Fr Stephen recorded classes for the school children and first Communion
classes, Br Gildas continued his studies and lectures via zoom, and Fr Hugh
attended the Bishops Conference meetings by zoom. Add to this all the other
meetings we have attended online, it is safe to say, that we are all zoomed out.
After this there was a brief time when restrictions were eased, and we were
able to visit people for a short period.
Shortly after Christmas, we went into another national lockdown (our third
one). For us, the sign of this coming was Fr Hugh being called out to the
Hospital on Christmas night to the Covid intensive care unit. This was the
beginning of another very busy and intense time of pastoral care for the Covid
wards in the local hospital. At times, we were called to the dying four or five
times in a day. Our county, Essex, had become the national “hotspot” for
Covid infections. The government had a coloured map detailing areas with
high or low infection rates. The infection rates in Essex became so high, that
the government added another colour, just for Essex and East London!
As with the first lockdown, the confreres in the house went above and beyond
in their diligent care of the sick and dying. What better way to celebrate our
Jubilee than to really live that zeal for souls.
Sadly, Br Gildas’ s ordination to the priesthood planned for 29th January
had to be postponed. He will now be ordained on 7th June (which is St
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Norbert’s day in the UK – 6th June being Corpus Christi). Please remember
him in your prayers.
Thankfully, in this third lockdown, the government not only allowed
churches to remain open, but also allowed communal worship to continue.
We have to meet all sorts of regulations to ensure this happens, but it has been
wonderful to continue the celebration the sacraments publicly, with the doors
wide open (even in deepest winter!).
Holy Week and the Triduum were all celebrated beautiful, despite the
curtailed celebrations and regulations observed. Our choir sang their hearts
out. It was an unusual, but a very happy Easter (especially remembering that
last Easter, we were unable to have the church open).
Since 12th April, the lockdown restrictions have started to ease, and a sense
of hope has grown. We look forward to various events over the coming year,
most importantly Br Gildas’ s ordination, but we also hope to arrange at least
some celebrations for the Jubilee.
On 1st May, we will celebrate a public Requiem Mass for Fr Cadoc. It is the
first anniversary of his death and since we were unable to have a public funeral
for him during the first wave of the pandemic, it seems a fitting way to mark
the anniversary. To coincide with this first anniversary, we are publishing a
book of retreat talks given by Fr Cadoc to the community in 2011. They are
some of the best retreat talks we have ever received, and we look forward to
sharing Fr Cadoc’s pearls of wisdom with a wider audience.
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Daylesford Chronicle
Joseph P. McLaughlin, O. Praem.
Daylesford Abbey, 220 South Valley Road
Paoli, PA 19301-1900, USA
frmclaughlin@archmereacademy.com
Dr. Thomas Kunkel, president emeritus of Saint Norbert College in
DePere, Wisconsin, gave the annual Founders Day Lecture at Daylesford on
November 15, the Sunday closest to November 13, the day Father Bernard
Pennings and his two companions arrived in America from Berne Abbey in
1893 and the day in 1963 that Daylesford became an independent Norbertine
community. Dr. Kunkel spoke on Saint Norbert, about whom he wrote in
his 2019 book, "Man on Fire: the Life and Spirit of Norbert of Xanten." Dr.
Kunkel expressed his thanks to Andrew Ciferni, his co-host for the event, and
to Theodore Antry. Ted was able to offer some timely comments during the
discussion. The program was live-streamed on the abbey's website.
On November 28 the community gathered in the chapter room to participate
in the world-wide Solemn Vespers from Strahov Abbey, and the opening of
the casket containing the remains of Saint Norbert. At 6:30 PM that same
day the Daylesford community celebrated Solemn First Vespers of Advent in
church, opening the 900th Jubilee Year of the founding of the Order. Abbot
Domenic Rossi presided and Dr. Michael Marinelli, headmaster of Archmere
Academy, gave the reflection, entitled "For Whom Am I?" During Vespers
the new hymn, "Novem Saecula," with the text written by Andrew Ciferni
and the music composed by Gareth Haynes, Daylesford's music director, was
premiered.
Father Anthony J. Costa, pastor of Saint Agnes Parish in West
Chester, PA, led the community in an Advent day of recollection
on December 2. Father Costa was formerly the Director of Spiritual
Formation (college division) at Saint Charles Borromeo Seminary.
Theodore Antry entered Paoli Hospital on December 9, and then went to
Wayne Center for Rehabilitation on December 14; he died there on December
19 at age 81. Ted was a 1957 graduate of Bishop Neumann High School
in Philadelphia; he was vested in 1957, professed in 1959, and ordained in
1966. Abbot Domenic was the celebrant of Ted's Mass of Christian Burial on
December 23. In his funeral homily Andrew Ciferni said, "As a result of his
gentle but untiring work on Order commissions and because of his hospitable
care of foreign visitors, Ted ... gathered to himself a national and international
web of friends whose tributes to him continue to pour into our email.”
On January 10, 2021 the abbey experienced an outbreak of the coronavirus,
with several confreres quarantined and two confreres, Joseph Serano and Michael
Lee, hospitalized in Paoli Hospital. Joe returned to the abbey on January 31,
and Mike died at the hospital on February 11 at age 77. Michael was graduated
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from Bishop Neumann High School in 1961; he was vested in 1961, professed
in 1963, and ordained in 1970. In his homily at Mike's Funeral Mass, high
school and ordination classmate, Joseph McLaughlin, noted Mike's service to
Bishop Neumann High School as teacher, principal, and president; his service
at Saint Gabriel Parish, his home parish, as parochial vicar and pastor; and his
service at Saint Norbert Parish in Paoli as pastor (2009-2018) and part time
parochial vicar until his death. As confrere and priest Mike was "With God,
among the people," the theme of the 900th Jubilee Year.
Archbishop Nelson Perez of Philadelphia had planned to celebrate the
Abbey Summa on Sunday, February 14, to mark the 900th Jubilee of the
Order. The pandemic forced a last-minute postponement. Archbishop Perez
was able to administer the Sacrament of Confirmation at Saint Norbert Parish
on October 26. Assisting him were Steven Albero, pastor, Michael Lee, James
Rodia, and Jeffrey Himes.
Andrew Ciferni was in Albuquerque, NM February 24- March 29, teaching
the novices from Albuquerque and DePere the life of Saint Norbert and the
history of the Order. Andrew was in DePere April 8-17 as Chair of the Board
of Trustees of Saint Norbert College, and again May 7-17 for a Board meeting
and for Commencement.
Peter Braschoss, father of Carl Braschoss and four other sons, died on March
8. Carl was the presider and homilist at his father's Funeral Mass at the abbey
on March 26.
On March 11 Andrew Ciferni gave the opening talk of the Novena to Saint
Joseph, in this Year of Saint Joseph. Andrew connected the novena to our roots
in the National Shrine of Saint Joseph at Saint Norbert Abbey in DePere.
Among others giving the novena talks, which were live-streamed, were Abbot
Richard Antonucci, John Joseph Novielli, and Joseph McLaughlin. Andrew
Del Rossi, director of the abbey's Spirituality Center, gave the closing talk.
Abbot Domenic presided at all the Holy Week services, open to the public
this year. The following were homilists: Richard Antonucci - Palm Sunday,
Nicholas Terico - Holy Thursday, John Zagarella - Good Friday, Andrew
Ciferni - Holy Saturday, Abbot Domenic - Easter Sunday. David Driesch gave
the Triduum talks on Good Friday and Holy Saturday.
On April 21 nine confreres were feted for their birthdays, including the
three abbots: Domenic Rossi (February), Ronald Rossi (March), Richard
Antonucci (April). Nicholas Terico marked his 75th birthday on April 23.
Stephen Gaertner, visiting from Albuquerque, was included for his February
birthday.
Abbot Domenic and Prior John Zagarella were at Saint Michael's Abbey in
Silverado, CA May 2-5 for the blessing of the new abbey. Abbot Domenic was
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one of the four American prelates to carry the relics in procession into the new
abbey church.
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V. Rev. Bradley Vanden Branden, O. Praem.
St. Norbert Abbey
1016 North Broadway,
De Pere, WI 54115, USA
prior@norbertines.org
November 2020: Father Brendan John McKeough, O. Praem., age 98,
passed into God’s eternal kingdom on November 13, 2020. God blessed him
with a full and happy life. He attended St. Norbert College in De Pere in the
fall of 1940. Having become acquainted with two Norbertine priests during
World War II, Fr. McKeough decided to join the Norbertine Order. He was
vested in the white habit on August 28, 1948. He professed Simple Vows
and Solemn Vows on August 28, 1950 and April 21, 1953, respectively. He
was ordained to the Priesthood on May 30, 1953. After about 25 years of
teaching economics at St. Norbert College, he was ready for a new challenge
and wanted to fulfill his call in helping the poor and needy. He began teaching
an economics course in Lima, Peru. He also administered the Sacraments, and
tended to the poor, elderly and the sick. Fr. McKeough felt truly blessed to
experience their true faith and love for one another.
After his mother passed away in 1988, he received a “World Hunger”
brochure advertising a Christian retreat in Cuernavaca, Mexico. He felt “The
Lord gave me a special message” and spent the next 13 years as an Associate
Pastor in Mexico’s poorest sections. In 2004 Fr. McKeough returned to the
states and retired to St. Norbert Abbey. He enjoyed celebrating a weekly
Spanish Mass at St. Willebrord’s in Green Bay, WI. He lived a humble life
inspired by those who had little, and appreciative for the graces God bestowed
upon him.
December 2020: Once more COVID precautions meant that we remained
closed to public celebrations of Christmas (and Easter). It is hoped that a
gradual reopening will take place in summer of 2021.
January 2021: Fathers Tim Shillcox, Matthew Dougherty, and Brad Vanden
Branden preached the community retreat in January using the 900th Jubilee as
a way to address “Rest, Reconciliation, and Renewal.” The confreres were very
happy with the Norbertine-specific content and expressed that this was one of
the best community retreats in recent years!
February 2021: Frater Aquinas (Danny) Allen chose to leave the novitiate.
Father David Komatz and Frater Vincent Tafacory travelled to Santa Maria
de la Vid Abbey to join the New Mexico formation community in classes on
Norbertine history and Praesidium topics.
March 2021: Our community observed a Vespers of Reparation seeking
pardon and forgiveness from Almighty God for the sins of child abuse and
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to pray for those victims and survivors who have endured such awful crimes.
Vespers began with a Litany to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and community
members prostrated themselves before the altar as a sign of reparation.
As part of the Year of St. Joseph, Fr. Michael Brennan and Mr. Michael
Poradek (Special Assistant to the Abbot) helped to organize an online
conference from the Shrine of St. Joseph. Bishop Ricken celebrated the Mass
for the Solemnity of St. Joseph and it was broadcasted on EWTN.
April 2021: Fr. Peter Ambting announced that he discerned not to apply
for Solemn Vows and will take leave of the Community at the end of August.
Fr. Jim Baraniak will become the next pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes Parish in
De Pere and Fr. Michael Weber will become the next House Superior of Holy
Spirit House of Studies, Chicago, effective August 1.
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St. Norbert Abbey
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prior@norbertines.org
If any Norbertine historian or library has a few thousand dollars lying around
unused, here is a description of an item available for purchase regarding the Madrid
Norbertines of yesteryear and the Inquisition. St. Norbert Abbey, Madrid, was
located on Inquisition Street several doors down from the offices and prison of the
Inquisition. A public domain image of the abbey can be seen by googling this site:
Information about this Item from the seller: 1788. No Binding. Condition:
Fine. Rare and unusual description of a Spanish Inquisition trial for heresy.
Madrid, September 1788, 7 pages. Unbound. Contemporary manuscript,
stitched. $5,000. Shipping from Argentina $11.50. Unpublished eye-witness
account of an Autillo de Fe by the Spanish Inquisition.
Available from: HS Rare Books, Buenos Aires, Argentina via AbeBooks
“This singular eyewitness account of an eighteenth-century autillo, of
which no other copies or descriptions are known, provides a rarely-encountered
vivid, detailed and personal analysis of the day of the trial. An autillo, or auto
particular, was a semi-private and less costly affair than the mass public trials,
or autos de fe, for which the Spanish Inquisition was known; but, as this
document demonstrates, the experience could be equally harrowing. Taking
place in 1788, furthermore, this autillo was held following the famous autillo
of the Spanish statesman, Pablo de Olavide (1725-1803), in 1778 and the last
public Spanish auto de fe in 1781 at a time when such events were increasingly
subject to criticism. On the day of the trial, the accused was paraded from the
prison of the Inquisition to the nearby Church of San Norberto, the Abbey of
the Premonstratenses that today is the location of the Mostenses market in the
center of Madrid. The Inquisitorial procession to the church was followed by
a crowd of about forty people who were invited by the Inquisition to witness
the trial, among them the Marquis of Cogolludo and the Dukes of Arión and
San Blas. The hearing inside the church was accompanied by a great deal of
commotion both from the crowd inside the church as well as from the mass
of people outside who had to be kept out by the local infantry and cavalry
troops. This confusion interrupted the process on several occasions, and the
Inquisitor had to ring his bell multiple times to call for silence. The process
was considered as humiliating to the author as it must have been to a man of
honor such as Pablo de Olavide. Even a wretch such as the accused who was
a man accustomed to prisons, forced labor and hardened to misery, was not
impervious to it all as he cried involuntary tears. The anonymous accused was
a soldier charged with numerous heresies set out, as the author notes, in 150
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charges that took 3 long hours to read out at the Church of San Norberto where
the trial was held. Among the charges, the accused had contrived to be baptized
at least seven times at various locations including Valencia, Málaga, Puerto
Rico and in the Americas. Contemporary addenda included on the final sheet
in separate hand notes, seemingly from personal experience, mentioned that
the first of these baptisms took place at the General Hospital in Madrid. This
is where the accused feigned the severity of his illness to such an extent that the
priest, thinking the accused was at death’s door, was forced to bless the water
in a “chocolatera”, a chocolate drinking pot. Further, ostensibly contradictory
charges claimed that the accused refused baptism professing to be Jewish and
that he practiced several superstitious acts of witchcraft, such as sleeping over
a woman’s rib bone and a horse s tooth in the belief that it would give him
the power of flight. In the end, the accused denied some parts and some of
the circumstances of the charges and confessed to others and was granted, for
having shown remorse, what was considered a lenient sentence. The verdict
was fifteen days of “ejercicios” (possibly a form of physical punishment), three
months of imprisonment, four years of forced military service at the Peñon
(the Spanish defenses surrounding Gibraltar), the confiscation of property,
penance in a public ceremony and permanent exile from the kingdom once his
forced military service had been completed.”
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